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Volume Twenty-Seven

Kiwanis Club To
Be Organized Here
Prospects for CI. orsranization
of a Kiwanis club in South
were reported as "'good" today.
A second meeting will be held
Thursday nig.ht tonigtkt) at the
Park Terrace Restaurant in an
effort to organize a club here,
by the Kiwanis club of Union
CITIZENS OF TOMORROW: Top Row (1 to r): VICKI CAROL City.
At the last meeting 18 prospecADAMS, age 6, and JUDITH LYNN ADAMS, age 9, daughters of
Mr. and Mrs. James B. Adams of Fulton, granddaughters of Mr. and tive members were signed.
Mrs. Roy Adams and Mr. and Mrs. Alton Robertson of Fulton.
There must be It least 25 memCATHY GLASGOW, age 4, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Glas- bers to.charter a Kiwanis club
gow, Dresden, Tenn.
and it is believed that that numBottom Row (I to r) DAVID BRENT Mc5IINN, age 7 weeks, and ber will be signed by meetim,
PAULA DEAN McM1NN. are 9, children of Mr. and Mrs. James time.
McMinn of Fulton, and grandchildren of Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Breeden, I A committee composed of LesFulton and Rev. and Mrs. J. F. McMinn of Crutchfield. THERESA ter P. Betty, new principal at
ANN VOWEI.L, age 1, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bob Vowel' of South Fulton High School, Mayor
Fulton, granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Vowell of Martin, and Milton Counce, Sonny Puckett
Mr. and Mrs. Van L. Latta of Fulton.
and Charles Cannon. was formed
to work on the membership drive.

Albert Roach Of Martin Charged With
Attempting To Murder His Father
Albert Roach, 38, of Martin.
Tenn., was arrested at his home
McComb Street Tuesday
on
morning shortly before 11, on a
state warrant • issued by Ebb
Gwaltney, Sheriff of Obion
County, at Union City, charging
Roach with attempting to murder his father. Mansel Roach, 70,
of Fulton, Route 2.

shot in the right irm below the
elbow, with four or five inches
of flesh was torn from the bone,
according to Sheriff Gwaltney.
The injured man told a news
reporter, that the shooting occurred, after his son come home
drunk, and "started raising cain",
which he had been doing every
few nights lately. The elder
Roach went on to say that recently his son had run his wife
(the son's second wife, according
to Sheriff Gwaltney), away from
home.
"He was over-bearing,"., continued the father.
The Obion County Sheriff said
that he recalled trouble with the
younger Roach back • scmetime
ago in connection with one of
his wives.
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Blueprints For Ferry-Morse Plant Expected To
Be Completed By July 1; Official Looks Over Town
102-y e a r-ol d Ferry-Morse
The blueprints for the new Ferry-Morse Seed Com- the
pany plant in Highlands are expected to be completed Seed Co. of Detroit announced
that Fulton had been selected as
by tbe first of July, The News learned this week. After the future home of its Packet
the blueprints h.ve been approved, the City of Fulton Division.
The Ferry-Morse site is in
will advertise fait bids on the contract for the constructHighlands and the grading should
ion work. The bids will be opened and the contract let be completed soon.
It is hoped
in about two weeks. The construction work can then that the building can be completed by October of this year.
begin at any time.
A million-dollar revenue bond
'Bob Morgan of the Ferry-Morse Company, who will
issue by the City of Fulton will
possibly be the plant manager here, along with his cover cost of constructing a gifamily, was in Fulton Tuesday looking over _the plant gantic building at Fulton, containing 250,000 square feet of
site and the town and community. He and 'his family
floor space and co
-sering about
will be moving to Fulton in the near future.
SIX acres.
Randall Burchant, President of the atternoon the groin) was joinFerry-Morse will employ from
the Twin-Cities Industrial Cor- ed by Mayor Nelson Tripp, and 200 to 300 at the new plant.
poration, spent all of Tuesday Clyde Williams, Jr., a director of
The News, the Chamber of
alternoon showing the Morgan the Industrial Corporation.
Commerce and individuals have
family around town, then late in
It was only last Wednesday that been besieged with requests for

Pool Pledges Needed
Work on the Willow Plunge
Swimming Pool is progressing
rapidly. but the cash is running
short and according to treasurer.
Roper Fields, the corporation is
already indebted for almost $12,000 and less than $11.00 has been
collected.

The son is plea:leg self defense and 'Tuesday afternoon
swore out a warrant against his
father charging him with assault
and battery with a hammer. The
younger Roach said that his
father was armed with ii hamAccording to Joe Tress, presimer and a knife.
dent of the corporation, all of
The Obion County sheriff said the swimming pool equipment is
that the warrant would not be here, but only a part of it has
served on the father, until he is been paid for.
ready for dismissal from the hosIt is hoped that the swimming
pital, and the date for a hearing pool will be compieted and open
will not be set until that time.
by Aug. 15, Mr. Trees stated.

Information on employment al
the New 'Ferry-Morse plant.
Those interested in construct.
ion work cannot possibly applt
to anyone until the contract is
let, and then must apply direct
to the contractor. Whoever is
selected will undoubtably indicate
an employment office or place
where applications may be submitted. The News and WFUL will
provide this information
as
quickly as it is available.
Those interested in seeking permanent employment
with
the
Company are advised that a personnel office for processing such
requests will probably be opened
In Fulton "around the middle of
August", the News learned this
week. Again, we will keep you
posted I

Vole Fraud In Fulton County Cited By
Stubblefield Counter-Suit;Trial Monday

we are going to buy it between
now and Wednesday or procure
the nomination by some other
means."
W. F. Foster, Mayfield industsuit filed by attorneys for Frank Stubblefield.
The counter-suit charges that in the County Barn pre- rialist, was named in Stubblefield's first petition as one of the
Roach was immediately transcinct of Fulton County, Roland Green, a state employee, conspirators and was more speferred to the Obion County jail
hauled Negroes to the polls and went with them in per- cifically charged in the latest
at Union City.
pleading.
son into the booth to vote for Gregory with consent and
The Martin man is charged with
Foster was accused of saying
having shot his father with a
knowledge of election officers.
publicly, at a luncheon which
shotgun Saturday night at 9
Gregory first demanded, and and bribery. Gov. A. B. (Happy1 Gregory knew all about, "We
o'clock at the elder Roach's home
received, a recount of votes in Chandler was named as one who must give Noble Gregory a subtwo mires south of Fulton near
Calloway, Marshall and Logan acted "in furtherance of the con- stantial majority in Graves
Pierce, Tenn.
Counties. Mostly because of fail- spiracy."
County and I will pay the extare of election officers to sign
The father who is a patient in
Last Saturday Stubblefield a- penses."
Hillview Hospit31 in Fulton, was
ballots on the back, the recount mended his answer and counter
"As president of a corporation
shaved Stubblefield's victory contest.
(Merit Clothing Co.), making that
Margin to 341 votes.
He charged that former Graves statement is a violation of the
During the recount Gregory, in School Superintendent James Corrupt Practices Act," the peta formal contest petition, hurled (Baby) Deweese made state- ition said.
charges of fraud in all of Logan ments about "buying" the elecStubblefield, in charging Greand in two precincts of Calloway. tion for Gregory and that sev- gory and Foster with violation o(
Then Stubblefield struck back, eral irregularities occurred in the Corrupt Practices kct, con.
The June 16 issue of "Market The article fellow
Charging that Mayfield clothier Graves Count/If voting precincts. tends that Gregory is not
NeWs". pubnabei In Chicago and
SLY-1HW:
ARK.-1,1 Nat
W. F. Fester and ;high stifte
• tiewgeaSlit eeeused of saying to be a United States represent
distributed to-ferniture dealers all n -Mir* six,id its eitiblislabsini
conspired to -win the prior to the election. "As of now ative. Attorneys for Stubblefieli
over the United states. had a in 1035. Wide Furniture Company
election for Gregory by fraud Stubblefield is the winner, but also asked for a dismissal of Gre•
nix article about the
Wade has gp4n to be Blythevilie's
gory's contest euit
Furniture Family of which Nafrirniture !tore, with more
Other specific allegations In
than Wade, manager of the Wade
15,000 square feet of floor
Stubblefield's latest broadside:
Furniture Co of Fulton is a mente--apace. It rank.s now as one of the
W. F. Foster just prior to the
ber
largest furniture eepters in the
election procured an absentee balThe article. entitled--;11
northeast Arkansas and southeast
lot for William Gregory Bruce, a
Wade, Sr_ Watches Town and Missouri territory.
nephew of his, for a vote for GreStore Grow Along Together", is
Con.struction
of
the
new Siezel di met last Wednesday afternoon gory. Bruce is
rstablIshed
n sesell new and
a non-resident of
accompanied by a picture of Mr. used
factory
in South Fulton can be- at 4 with Sam Siegel of the
furniture store in 1935 bv
Graves County but Foster gave
Wade, who Is Nathan's father.
gin within a week after the $200,- Henry I. Siegel Company, and
R.. L. Wade. Sr., the original
Bruce's address as his own;
000 bond issue is approved by set the date for the special elecbuilding contained less than half
Foster received a ballot for
the citizens of South Fulton on tion.
the floor apace now used. The
Zilpha Foster Bruce, his sister,
July
10.
according
to
City
Attor'n
an
election
firm grew rapidly
on
April 7, 1956. giving his own address. She is a
under the
ney Charles Fields.
the citizens of South Fulton voted non-resident of Graves County;
Wade policy of "Quality Furni--jottings from "ere PrwIucts at Popular Prices".
The results of the election and 339 to 8 for a bond issue for
A ballot was obtained for MarDOYLE SHUPE, Installer-Repairman for the South- issuing of bonds will have
in 1947 the store was remodeled
to be the purpose-of erecting a build- ion Hale Gregory Pettit, daughand enlarged to its present size ern Bell Telephone Co. Doyle helped his company win approved by the bonding attor- ing to house a rectory. Through ter of Gregory who has been a
neys of Chicago, then the City a technicality this election was non-resident of the county since
The growth of the company has the National Safety Council's
highest award by driving
of South Fulton will be paid the held invalid and must be held her marriage on April 13, 1957;
been parallel with that of the
money. The next step then will over.
city of Blytheville. In fact. Mr over 6,000 miles last year without an accident.
Gregory in person attempted to
Wade, Sr., can see how Wade
be for the contract for the conThe new Siegel factory build- procure absentee ballots for other
struction work td be let, Mr ing will be located on the Mar- non-resident which, in fact,
Furniture
Company
played
A
would
Fields said
large pa-t in making Blytheville
tin Highway just north of the have been illegal votes for him;
the outstanding shopping center
The South Fulton City Coun- Park Tirrece Motel.
State employes were given a
it is today.
day di with pay to work for
. Along with the growth of this
Gregory. These include highway
store, the compAny has expandworkers, state park employes and
Telephone employees in Ful- mong employees driving CornToday. June 26, I am obeerving ed to include three other stores.
others drawing pay from the
ton have again in 1958 helped the pally vehicles.
(not celebrating) my second year All four stores are now
state. "This is a fraud upon the
operated Southern Bell and Bell System
"We are viijr— proud of the
as general manager of Radio Sta- by Sons of Mr Wade Robert
taxpayers of the state of KenLee win the National Safety Council's safety record of
the employees in
tion WFUL. When I think et Wade, Jr.. operetes the Blythetucky," said the petition;
top award. the "Award of Honor," this area and the part they
Greenfield, Tenn. Police have 50 chance of recovery.
had
all the hard work, long hours, ville store; Hubert Earl Wade,
In the North Housman precinct
it was announced today.
in winning this award." Wiley no further report on the condiand anguish I have endured dur- who was assistant manager
Little Bill was operated upon of Graves County Will
at
Mack was
Tne
awird,
highest
safety
said.
ation
of
the
ten-year-old
son of -at the Jackson-Madison County too ill
ing that time, it seems like I've Blytheville, went to Union
City. ward in the nation, has gone to
to vote. His son-in-law,
been out at the station 100 years Tenn., as manager of the
Throughout the Southern Bell Mr. and Mrs. Bill Puckett of near Hospital for a bullet wound that Hoffman Barron,
store Southern Bell and Bell System
an employe of
territory, there were only. 54 lost- Greenfield. Reports reaching the eame within one inch of his the highway
instead of two. But then when there in 1044. In 1947 Fred
department, illegally
Dyer employees for six out of the past
I- think of the many things my Wade, who had
time injuries per million man- News indicated that young Bill heart.
obtained a ballot, carried it to
returned from seven years, according to Harold
hours of operations. And there Puckett allegedly shot himself
staff and I have accomplished, service with the U. S.
Reports indicated that when Mack's home to be voted for GreArmy, went Wiley, Manager of Southern Bell
were no fatal on-the-job ac- with a 22-gauge rife when his his father refused little
•wo years fleerna a mighty short to Martin, Tenn.,
as manager; here.
Bill per- gory and returned it to the poll;
cidents. The B ell System's parents refused him permission to mission to go fishing he
Ume.
and
In the East Water Valley prein
1955, Nathan
picked
Newby
There was not a single lost- safety record makes the com- to fishing.
Wade, youngest son, who had reup the rifle and told his mother cinct of Graves County no booths
time injury among telephone munications industry the safest
admit without embarrassment turned
The boy is in the Jackson- and sisters not to follow him. He were provided and everyone votfrom serving with the employees
in the Fulton ex- of all industries, according to the Madison
that when I went to the Station
Hospital
in
Jackson. went into the woods and shot ed on a table in front of the elecNavy,'went to Fulton, Ky., as change
during
1957,
not even a- National Safety Council.
as manager. I knew as much
Tenn. and has been given a 50- himself below the heart.
manager.
Continued On Pope Moe
about a radio station, its inner
All types of merchandise are
workings, Its functions, as I know
handled in all four of the stores
about the atomic bomb. Along the
—furniture, appliances, carpeting.
way I have learned a little T
rugs, etc., in the low, medium
think, but my. oh my, there's so and high
price range. Each of
much more to learn and to do the stores
employs two inside
tBy Paul Westpheling)
of action of this nature; it must to send a child 20 miles away It is not
that sometimes it frightens me.
geographically suited
salesmen, one outside salesman
originate
with
the residents when there is a school, in some for one central office
for anyand
collector, one warehouee man,
We are not a member of the Fulton School board nor themselves and be presented to cases, less than a mile off.
Sometimes
when
the
going
thing. Long ago it was determinthe Board for acceptance.
gees rough, as It does often, I two delivery boys and a book- official or unofficial spokesman for the Board,
And
that
brings
up
our
second
ed that the citizens of the County
but we
wonder if our effort* are to no keeper.
point.
would best be accommodated, for
feel that a word in their behalf is obviously appropriate
The citizens living in the affect°
company
The
advertises
weekly
avail
Supt.
of Public Instruction instance, by holding court both in
Sometimes I wonder if
• area worked on the project,
over
this
radio
the
week,
and
two
in
for
the
reasons.
daily
Robert Martin is known as an Hickman and Fulton, selling licpeople really appreciate a homeIn the rirst place, an absurd everything . . a fine new high and worked hard. They secured a avowed "school consolidatbr." He enses both in Hickman and Fulowned, home-operated, home-de- newspaper. A 30-minute program
whopping 90'; of the people to seems
over
K.
C.
L.
N
Broadcasting
story in the Hickman Crrier last school included . . . and we are
dleated radio station RA the one
so rabid on the subject ton, and conducting most other
go along with them, presented that we
do believe that he would public affairs on a split basis for
we are trying to operate at station has been running for the week on page one stated that delighted that the consolidation
their
petition
the
Fulton
to
Board
pnst
18 tears.
like to see all of the schools in each end of the county. For gen"The State Blocks Fulton City of three schools will make this
WFUL. But then we ponder the
it
accepted.
and
was
They
no
had
the State consolidated into one, erations the citizens of the county
scheme to scuttle County high possible. With the closing of
situation and realize that the
intentien of dodging any honest requiring
school". Obviously whoever wrote Cayce high, a number of families
all students to take a have been served in this fashion.
people from whom we would like
obligations;
they
had no intention bus daily to and
the story made no effort to dis- close to the small Fulton school
to get a pat on the bricks Jest
from Frankfort.
We do not believe that Supt.
We have no doubt but that
cover the truth, and accepted district, eyeing the 20 miles to of playing any havoc with the
don't go around patting people
Martin, with his "rule-of-thumb"
Countyitonsoli
district;
dated
they
Two
business
establishments
in
Supt.
Martin wocld like to see on consolidation,
some ill-informed gossip to put Hickman versus the two or three
on the back. ever,
can do away
Missionary
Bottom
were fined together some hot air. It would miles to Fulton, elected to get were thinking of their children Fulton High school done away
with such an arrangement and be
first
and
foremost.
As I look back on the things $102.50 each
City
Monday in
with completely, and only one
be impossible for an honest re- together, incorporate their area
at all honest and fair with 353
that I have learned about a radio Police Court for permitting drink- porter to make an honest survey within the
Had our residence been in the high School in Fulton County. residents in this end of the
Fulton School disstation one phase of the opera- ing on their premises.
of the facts and come up with trict and save their children affected area, we would have Even if that high school were County. Resolving
the matter
tion stands out crystal clear. And
The businesses, located in the such absurdity.
thousands of needless miles of done the same thing. We would located in Fulton, we wouldn't be such as he has, little but friction
that is the fact that a radio sta- colored section of town, which
it.
for
We in Fulton do not wish to travel every year.
fought
good
these
it
as
for
have
and irritation will prevail with
tion is the ONE medium of corn - were fined were the Playhouse "scuttle" anything in the County.
The Fulton Board of education people have done. We would be
Fulton County is not geographi- the affected residents until the
Continued on Pave Five
and the Club Topodore.
We wish for Hickman the best of is powerless to institute any kind fighting for it yet. It is ridiculous cally suited for one high school. petitions are finally
granted.
Alleged election irregularities in Fulton County during the recent Stubblefield-Gregory primary battle have
been mentioned this week among others, in a counter-

Wade Furniture Family Written
Up In National Market Magazine

Construction of Siegel Factory
Can Begin After Bond Approval

Jo's

Fulion Telephone Employees Help
Win Top National Safety Award

Note Book

Boy, 10, Shoots Self When Father
Refuses To Let Him Go Fishing

Fulton Schools, County Residents Take an Unjustified Beating

Fined Here Monday

•

Twin Cities Get National Acclaim for Display
of Community Spirit And A New Day Is With Us
more to come.
It anybody had told us six months
A national television network has
would
efforts
y
communit
our
igo that
"in the works" a documentary film on
be pointed to with pride all over
the wholc factory raising drive and
Panerica, we would have shrugged off
when and if that comes about, the
the thought as ridiculous.
results we will receive as a comgood
Even today its hard to believe that
are inestimable.
munity
communities all around Kentucky
you will be interested in
think
We
are
and the country for that matter,
the editorial in Sunday's Paducah
making inquiries as to our methods
rat by the venerable Mr.
Sun-Democ
of operation. Just this week we had
It says:
Paxton.
J.
Edwin
at least four delegations of persons
A Fine Pattern
Area
Sets
Fulton
from communities around pay us a
The city officials and civic leaders
visit to get some ideas on how they
of
n
cooperatio
-of Fulton do not believe in that old
too, can spark the fire
feel
We
groups.
civic
adage that everything comes to one
among their
Commerce
of
Chamber
the
who sits and waits. They believe in
sure that
getting on their feet and going out
is getting its larger share of inquiries.
and getting things. Their resourceFrankly, the only thing that we can
and imagination and the fine
fulness
duty
our
saw
"we
that
is
honestly
say,
cooperation between the city officials
and we did it." We don't mean to
the Chamber of Commerce are
and
say that we, personally, saw the need
paying off.
certainly
and
Fulton
for duty, we mean that
sett;ng a pattern that the
are
They
faced
were
y
South Fulton collectivel
communities in this
other
in
leaders
chala
and
crisis
a
problem,
a
with
follow.
well
area could
lenge and everbody pitched in and
It is nothing short of amazing that
helped.
the people of a town the size of FulActually Fulton and South Fulton
ton can go out in less than one
have been doing good things for a
month's time and raise $1,200,000 to
long time. Quietly and efficiently
industries to their area.
attract
hard
working
many people have been
raised a f i nd of
Paducah
If
have
and
projects
varied
and
on many
$10,000,000 for such a purpose, it
accomplished them. Its just that our
would be comparable.. Of course
crowning accomplishment was a little
the people of Paducah as
knowing
on the dramatic side and for that reasdo, we know that they
we
as
well
the
and
on we received the attention
the feat.
achieve
would
an
As
people.
interested
plaudits-of
We want' to add our congratulatexample of the far-reaching publicity
ions to those which the good folks
we received for our factory drive, we
down at Fulton are receiving from all
a. story apwere told this week that‘
over the state and the country at
Chicthe
of
peared on the front page
for their wonderful enterprise.
large
there's
And
erican.
ago Herald-Am

I. C.'S Diesel fuel Waste Is A Fire Hazard
Last week-end the Fulton Fire department was again called o',er near
the I. C. depot to put out a fire aggravated by waste diesel fuel spilling
from refueling points near the depot.
In recent months, three such calls
have been made, and we wonder if
the railroad can't do something about
this fuel hazard that is constantly present in the area.
SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

Drive down Burns avenue this
morning and you will note that the
entire three blocks of open ditch below the tracks is oil-soaked. During
the course of any day a sizeable quantity of spilled fuel flows into this
ditch. The fuel is not explosive, such
as gasoline, but it will certainly burn.
It's flow should be stopped, and the
hazard removed.
•

God And Our American H eritage
might become, "Too proud to pray
By the Honorable James P. Mcof
the Gad that made us."
General
to
Attorney
Granery, former
great leaders recognized that
Our
S.
U.
the
was unalienably theirs beliberty
July 4, 1958, will be celebrated acause they were creatures of God,
midst threats of'nuclear warfare and
endowed with reason and free will;
Soviet aggression. If we wish to safetherefore, they were morally responsguard our country's survival, we
ible.„They asked God to preserve the
must, as American citizens, consider
republic as the guardion of every
the duty we share to preserve the
man's right and duty to render homspiritual heritage upon which our
age to his Maker.
nation is founded.
JOHN ADAMS, writing to Thomas
OUR LIBERTY is based squarely
Jefferson,
declared: "A patriot must
upon belief in God-given rights as set
b a religious man."
forth in the Declaration of IndependTHE ARMOR of the patriot is still
ence: "We hold these truths to be
his
fidelity to his faith and his courcreated
are
rmen
all
that
-evident,
nil
age of conscience. His rights to freeequal, that they are endowed by their
Creator with certain unalienable _ dom have been preserved because his
rights, that among these are life, forefathers acknowledged their duty
liberty and the pursuit of happiness." to obey the commandments of love of
God and of neighbor, which are the
That Divine Providence watches
foundation of our national tradition
over our republic has been publicly
and of all the laws of this land.
recognized by all the Presidents of
of
all
as
these United States as well
Yet, as we look around us today,
America's truly great men.
we find no cause for complacency.
GEORGE WASHINGTON, in his
The language of materialism, the
letter to the governors of the states,
philosophy of pragmatism, the glorifiwrote:
• cation of expediency have become
"I now make it my earnest prayer
idols of the market place — and they
that God would have you, and the
are boldly recommended by shortstate over which you preside, in His
sighted men as the keys to success.
holy protection. "
BUT AMERICA was founded on
LINCOLN'S only fear was that we
religious principles. Can we hope to
survive as a nation if we abandon the
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS foundation of our democratic way of
life?
Voted "Bect All Around" in class in Kentucky
in 1954 Kentucky Press Association judging
Only through a return to spiritual
Sutcessor of various weekly papers in Fuland the faith of our fathers
ideals
ton, the first of which was founded in 1880.
will we safeguard the survival of our
Fulton. Kentucka
."oet Office Box 485
beloved America in a world where
Published Every Thursday of The Year
the dictatorship of an atheist Soviet
R PAUL and SOHANNA M. WES'rPHELING
is enslaving the minds and hearts, the
Editors and Publishers
souls and bodies of millions. With
A member of the Kentucky Press Assoehitien
God as our leader, who can overcome
A member of the Fulton County Farm Bureau
us?
•
per year in Fulto--.
Euhscriptien HattHickman, Graves Counties. Ky., and Obion
and Weakley Counties. Tenn., Elsewhere
throughout the United States 83 00 per year.
Entered as second class matter June 28, 1933
at the Post office at Fulton. Kentucky, under
the United States postal act of March. 18-9

Thursday, June 26, 1958

Eternity is the divine treasure
house, and hope is the window, by
means of which mortals are permitted
to see, as through a glass darkly, the
things which God is preparing.
—William Mountford

THESE WOMEN!

By d'Aiesetio

FOM$EL

tal of the Nation" in the light of
these circumstances:
1. All bananas consumed In the
United States are grown in South
America and very nearly all of
them are transoorted to our
shores by the United Fruit ComTUE NEWS wclasses expose- pany and its fleet of banana
dew trees its readers. $eek
boats.
ims mod be signed but
2. Bananas are shipped from
ese will be emenitted frees
more than a doren points in
pubilesitlee If requested.
South Amitotic& and arrive in the
June 11, 1958 U. S. either at New Orleans,
Mobile, Charleston. S. C.. Las
Fulton County News.
I have just stated that Fulton Angeles, Calif., or New York. The
handles ,more bainuiss than any combined tonnage of the tvr)
other point in the U. S. A...and ports of New Orleans and Mobile
have been disputed by several tar exceeds th:.t of any other
ports in ttle U S., including Hew
"know-it -ails".
Will you or Jo please mall me York.
3. It is estimated thet about
one paper with your heading
, of the incoming bananas are
"Banana Capital of the World", soc,
and any other facts ou may have received at New Orleans ad 20'1
at Mobile.
on this matter.
4. Around 90% of shipments arSincerely,
both in New Orleans and
riving
Carter
L.
W
are promptly loaded on
Mobile
Ward 18-A Kennedy
shipped
cars and
refrigerated
Veteran's Hospital
direct to Fulton. Kv.: they come
Memphis, Tennessee
from New Orleans direct by Illi(Ed's note) : The News.analyzes nois Central and from Mobil2
Pulton's claim as "Banana CaP1- over the OM&O to Rives, Tenn
and thence over the I. C.
5:30. They had a most enjoyable
5 Fulton, then handles 90% of
time, we know. J. U. McKendree the combined tonnage of New
engineered the affair.
Orleans PLUS Motale. meaning
MORE than New
Interesting visitors in the area that It handles
alone, MORE than, Moare Mr. and Mrs. Elvis J. Stahr, Orleans
MORE than any
Jr., cf Pittsburg, Pa., who are bile alone;
port alone
spending a week with his parents, single South American
Circuit Judge and Mrs. Elvis MORE than rimy ether single
Stahr of Hickman. Young Stahr point in the world
41 After bananas leave Fulton
is Vice-Chancellor of the University of Pittsburg. Helormerly was they are scattered all over cenhead of the law school at the Uni- tral U. S.. leaving Fulton in three
direcUons.
versity of Kentucky.

LETTERS TO 1
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"You don't have to give your right age

Just write 'over 45'1"

FROM THE FILES.—

Turning Back The Clock-Juste 24, 1938
Governor A. B. Chandler who
opposes Senator Alben W. Barkley
for the office of United States
Senator, made his initial talk to
the people of this county Wednesday night at the City Hall. A good
crowd heard him set out his platform, and reasons for his election.
Elvis Myrick stated here this
week that he had moved his skating rink from Trenton, Tenn., to
Union City, where it will be in
operation immediately.
"I can remember", asserts K. P.
Dalton, "when me boasted that
their wives were the best cooks
in town, instead of the best auto
drivers."
Louis Kasnow says still another
good thing to take out of politics
would be some of the fellows who
are in it.
The Kentucky Black Devils will
play the Paris Giants here Sunday at the Kitty League Park.
D. B. Vaughn, Illinois Central
System switchman, who lives at
404 Central Avenoe, suffered
painful injury Tuesday afternoon
in the new yards while on duty.
While setting the brake on a boxcar, it slipped and he was struck
in the jaw. The blow broke a wis-

dom troth and bruised hi.; face.
Two local boys, Paul Durbin
and Wendell Hinkley, both of
whom will beseniors at the University of Kentucky next year are
taking six weeks military training at Fc.,rt Knox, Ky. Paul is an
advanced student in the R. 0. T.
C.
Miss Eula Bcgers entertained
the Thursday Night Contract Club
at her home in Central Ave. At
the conclusion of games Miss
Adolphus Mae Latta received high
score prize and Miss Monette
Jones, the only guest, received a
gift. Miss Rogers served a salad
plate to the three tables of players.
A dance given by the Malec'
Boosters Club at the Rainbow
Room last Thursday night was enjoyed by members and guests.

Hugh Fly u as telling us an interesting fish story concerning his
friend, Edd Stehpens.
Mr. Stephens was fishing at
Reelfoot Lake recently and
caught a two-pound bass in a
most unusual way. The fish swallowed the cork instead of the
hook, which it was supposed to
swallow. The cork was about 18
inches up from thc hook.
I understand that the Cub
Scouts really had a wonderful
time Monday out at the Kingsway Motel. They were invited out
for a swim in the motel's new
pool, and there was hamburgers
and other good things to eat.
If I ever decide to leave home
and go looking for a job out California-way. I have an invitation
to drop by the Mirror-Times in
Los Angeles, Calif. When Jo and
Paul run me off, I might do just
that. Who knows, I might even
find me a man out there.

Mr. and Mrs. Norman Veazey
entertained several of their
friends at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Pewitt on Edding
St.. Thursday night with a delicious chicken dinner.

Fulton. Ky.
June 18
Dear Jo.
Here is my 12 for renewal of
the Fulton County News. I enjoy the paper and "21 Questions"
over WFUL very much.
I must say that Fulton is very
proud to have you living among
us. The town was ready for burial
but thanks to you maybe it can
rise again. We need more leaders
like you to fight for the town
progress.
Thanks Jo,
Mrs. Grover C. Wright
BRO. LEGGETT SPEAKS
The Rev Joseph L. Leggett,
new pastor of the First Methodist Church, was speaker at the
Lions Club meeting Friday at
the Rose Room. His talk'was enjoyed very much by the members. Lawson Roper had charge
of the program.

Telephon•
Talk

Saturday afternoon. Mr and
Mrs. Hoyt Moore and Mr. and
Mrs. Smith Atkins gave Mr. and
Mrs. Bruce Dudley a fish dinrier
at Red Bowett's Place at Reelfoot
Lake.

by
HAROLD WILEY
Your Telephone Manager

around town with

Ouida Jewell
I am sure Miss Betsy Whitesell,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hunter
Whitesell of Fulton, is having a
wonderful time in South America.
where she is visiting her brother,
Robert and his family. Betsy left
Fulton on Sunday afternoon, June
15. She went by train to Miami,
where she spent one afternoon
and night, then took a plane for
the remainder of her journey,
with a stopover in Panama.
Robert is a captain in the U.
S. Marine Corps and has been an
instructor at Columbia Naval
Academy at Cartagena since last
fall. Before going to South AmenCa he was an instructor at the
Naval Academy at Annapolis, Md.
A new street was opened up in
Highlands last week. The street
has been named Leclede Avenue
and runs from the 51-Bypass to
the new road being built along
by the lo6tion of the new Ferri/Morse factory. The road, built by
the county, is a gravel road. Magistrate Charlie Stephenson is responsible for getting the road
constructed.
Also, last week a sealer coat of
blacktop was put on the Middle
Road by the Kentucky State Highway Department.
I hear that Bill and Dudley
Morris are planning a trip to
Europe soon. Those two brothers
really get a round, especially
Dudley. For years now, Dudley
has been taking a long trip to
some foreign country and he always has a very interesting and
enjoyable time.
The graduating class of 1953 at
Cayce High School held a reunion
at Reelfoot Lake on June 7 and
all were present except three. The
group had a most enjoyable time
and made plans to meet again in
1963.,
A group of charming folks got
together last Wednesday evening
out at the lovely home of Mr. and
Mrs. Carl Hastings on the Mayfield Highway and enjoyed a picnic on the lawn..Those attending

were Mr. and Mrs. Fred Brady,
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Terry, Mr.
and Mrs. Hunter Whitesell. Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Davis, Mr. and Mrs.
Brooks Henderson, Mrs. Catherine
Willingham and her visitors from
St. Petersburg, Fla., who were her
sister, lVfozelle, her sons. Charles
and Terry, and her great-nephew,
Bruce Chadwicli, Jr.
I was sorry to have to miss the
meeting of the Pen Women at the
Cobb Holel in Paducah Saturday.
era sure I missed a most interesting get-together.

‘""
HOW MUCH DOES IT COST? You know, when you
stop to figure how much your phone service actually costs,
it's pretty cheap... only a few cents a day. Add on the
taxes, though, and look what happens. Last year you paid
(on the average) about $35.17 in telephone taxes. Of this,
$9.96 was federal excise tax. This 10 per cent so-called
luxury tax, levied as a wartime emergency measure, is a
direct tax on the telephone user, and telephone service is the
only household utility so taxed. We feel sure you will wee
that this tax is discriminatory and should be Adagio&

I understand that Miss Jean
Hyland, daughter of Mr. apd Mrs.
R. E. Hyland of this city, has accepted a position as music instructor in the public schools of
Washington, D. C. She was graduated recently from St. Mary's of
the Woods College at Terre
Haunte, Ind. Miss Hyland is an
accomplished pianist. At present
she is visiting in Warren, Ohio,
and from there she will go to
McDo Lodge at Delvan Lake,
Wisc., where she will be counselor
for her third year.
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DADDY ALWAYS CALLS when he's out of town! When
you're knee-high to a grasshopper, it's a mighty big thrill
to hear daddy's big, happy voice tell his baby-lamb all the
things that make her feel protected, cherished, loved.
Keeping families close is just one of the nice things about
Long Distance. Other nice
things: it's fast, easy to
use, low in cost. And'remember, on all Long
Distance calls: it's faster
when you call by number;
it's cheaper when you call
station-to-station; and you
get special bargain rates
after 6 P.M. and all day
Sunday.

We congratulate Miss Peggy
Peeples of South Fulton, who
placed fourth in Tennessee', Miss
Universe contest at Dyersburg
Friday night. There were 19 contestants for the honor. Miss Marty
Boales, former Miss Memphis,
was chosen the state's Miss Universe.
Chosen as first maid was Miss
Beverly Robinson of Nashville,
the former Miss Nashville and
Miss Judy Hays of Athens was
selected as second maid.
Placing fifth in the pageant,
which was held in Burke Stadium,
was Miss Glynda McCord of Humboldt.
The state's Miss Universe event
was sponsored jointly by the
Dyersburg and Tiptonville
Jaycees.
Sorry we had to miss a delightful affair Friday evening out at
the City Park, when natives of
Carlisle County living in the Fulton area gathered for a picnic at
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MORE VOICES UNDER THE SEA. The transatlantic
telephone cable completed last year between North America and Great Britain is about to have a mate. Because
this first cable has been so busy and its use increased so
much, another is planned for completion in 1960. The
second cable, though, will bypasis England and link us
directly with Europe. It will be 2,400 miles long, and after
it is completed will mean 36 more people can talk to
Europe at the same time. Just as easy as making a long
distance call right here at home. It's this kind of planning
for progress that keeps telephone service growing to meet
your needs—to call across the street or across the ocean.
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Teut spent the weekend with
Mr. and Mrs. 'Turner Purcell.
Mn. O. F. Irtylese• Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Wilkins
and Mr. and Mrs. Turner Purcell
We are having peculiar June enjoyed a fish dinner Sunday at
weather so 000l makes us think Reelfoot Lake
Rev
and Mrs. Pafford were
fall is near.
Susan and Nan Lou Crittenden Sunday night dinner guests of
of Manlyville are visiting their Mr. and Mrs. James MellUrry.
We are sorry of the death of
grandparents, Mr and Mrs. Roy
one of Cayce beloved citizen'.
lienerson this week.
Mr and Mrs. Boaz House call- Mrs. John Graham, who passed
ed en his parents. Mr. and Mrs. way Sunday at the Hillview HosT C. House one afternoon last pital. Funeral services wee; held
Monday afternoon at Liberty Bapweek.
Mrs. Otis Lecornu is getting tist Church with burial in church
alone fine since coming home cemetery. We extend sympathy to
from a Memphis hospital recent- his family.
ly, her operation was in Memphis
and not Martin.
Mr. and Mrs. Ervin Rowland
visited in Nashville as guests of
Martha Belle Strayhorn who is
a patient in the hospital in NashL-ster 8, Betty, nfr principal
ville.
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Matthews of South Fulton Sctjool, will be
trig for a
were Saturday night guests of In town Friday 1
SMALLER THAN A PENNY: Yet this tiny transistor
Bro. and Mrs. T. Y. Smittunier place to live.
started
a new era in electronics. Invented by Bell LabMr.
Betty,
who
has
been serving
and family of Bardwell.
as principal of Puryear, Tenn., oratories of the Bell Telephone System, the transistor's
Mrs. Tennie House. Mrs. Nora
High School, succeeds C D. Parr, 10th anniversary will be
observed on June 30. The
Lecornu Friday afternoon
who will take over the duties as
Mrs W. L. Holland and AlUe
"mighty
midget"
is
n
ow
used
in miniature radios, tele(Aeon County School Superintenand Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Rowland
dent on July 1. Me Parr is re- phone equipment and in hundreds of other ways. It also
called on Mrs. Caroline and Miss
placing Joel Shore, who resigned helped transmit data from the United
States' earth satelAlice Rogers Sunday P. M.
some time ago.
Mrs. Alma Boulton was guest
lites.
Mr. Betty. who is 47 years old,
of here daughter, Mrs Wooeie A
is married and has one son and
Alderdice and family over the
Mrs. Ella Veatch and family.
one daughter. He formerly was
weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Elvis Byrd and
•
ROCK
SPRINGS
principal
at
Woodland
Mills,
Tenn.
Mrs. Eveline Yates spent WedMrs. Nettie Lou Copelen
children are visiting his parents,
Mr.
Betty
taught
school in
nesday in the Zel Singleton home.
Mr. and Mrs. Verne Byrd.
Humphreys County, Tenn. for
Mrs.
Barney
Rickman
and several
Phillip Elliott spent Wednesday
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Snow and
years
before going to
daughter of near Mayfield were
Woodland Mills.
Mrs. Ella Veatch spent Sunday, with Elmoore Copelen and family•
guests of Mrs. Bertha Rickman
He received his BS degree from with Mr and Mrs. Verne Byrd
Mrs. Mary Rice visited
her
one afternoon last week.
Auston Peay, and his Master's and Roy
mother, Mrs. Carl Bell Wednesdegree from Peabody. He served
Mr. and Mrs Billy Green and day afternoon..
three years in the Army.
son, visited Elmore Copelen and
Luther Veatch visited Joe Snow
Mr Shore is the new super- family Saturday.
• AUSTIN SPRINGS
Tu--day afternoon.
Mee. Carey Frields • intendent of the Union City
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Sanders
Mrs. Ora Elliott spent the week
schools.
visited awhile Saturday night with with Mr. and Mrs. Pressie Moore
L1n at the New Salem Baptist
Church new seats have been purchased and were delivered and
Installed. after some refinishing
of the floors. Members have been
busy the past week. Everything
will be ready for the summer revival which begins on next Sunday. June 29th. Rev Arthur Wilkerson. pastor, will be assisted by
Rev. Dempsey Henderson, Oracey.
Ky. who was a former pastor.
Mr. and Mrs. Ftandall Cunningham and children. Steve and
Beth, of Bowling Green, Ky. are
here on two weeks vacation with
relatives. They will also visit tn
Dresden. Dukedom, Fulton and In
Paducah, Ky.
There is some improvement in
the cOnctieton of Mrs. Charlie
Vincent. altho she remains in
bed, after several weeks illness,
due to complications and early
recovery is hoped for her by her
many frends.

• DUKEDOM RT. 2

County sells $34.693
In savings bonds
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Fulton county's sale of Series
Z and H Savings Bonds during
May amounted to $34,693. Sales
for the five-months period are
$156,593. The county's goal for
1968 is $39,650.
Sales for the entire state during
May amounted to $4,750,612, which
brings the cumulative figure to
and family.
They visited Mrs.
Ella Veatch Wednesday afternoon.
Martha Kay Copelen spent the
week end with Mr
and Mrs.
Bradley Copelen.
Frances Marie Copelen spent awhile Saturday afternoon with
Brenda Veatch.
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Lamb, of
Mayfield, visited Sunday afternoon with Mr. and Mrs. Pat
Snow and Joe Snow.

$27,831,019. The state's 1958 goal
is $58,700.000.
Congratulations to our wonderful Volunteer State Women's CuChairman
Miss Chloe
Oil!ord,
Lexington, newly elected President
of the General Federation of
Women's Clubs.

will climax the two-day event
which will feature the dreadful
dunking machine, popgun gallery,
bingo and other midway concessions.

FIREMEN CALLED OUT

The Fulton Fire Department
was called out Sunday afternoon
Mississippi River
at 2:15 to put out a fire across
Queen to be crowned
from the passenger depot on
Burns Avenue. Deisel oil, which
Beauties of all shapes, sizes
had been thrown out on the bank,
and ages will be vying for titles caught fire.
in the Hickman Water Carnival
on July 4-5. Added to the beauty
' Indians Hunted There
pageant this year will be a Baby
Some of the Indian tribes huntBeauty Review for young ladies
ing in the Big Sandy area until
from three to seven years of age.
1795 were: Creeks, Choctaws, and
Thier 'big sisters' will be vying Cherokees from the South and
for the title of Mississippi River Miamis, Shawnees, Delawares,
Queen—to be crowned Saturday Wyandottes and Illinois from the
night In Hickman. The coronation North.
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OVAL SALE

June 26-27-28-30

We are getting ready to move to our new location on Lake Street next week and don't want to
take this merchandise with us. Handsome reductions on many items, but hurry.. Quantities
limited.

Mrs. Meek. Bynum of Akron.
Ohio, spent the past week with
her mother, Mrs. Nora Vincent
and Mr. and Mrs Burnett Lintz
family. Mrs. Bynum is always •
welcomed visitor here among relatives and friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Truman Glass
and children have arrived from
Florida on vacation here and in
Mayfield. Ky. where they are
house guests of parents. Mr. and
Mrs. Carroll Glass.
Wilderson filled
Rev. Arthur
his regular appointment at New
Salem BapUst Church.
Mrs. Inez Vincent. Pilot Oak.
Ky. spent last week with her
sister. Mrs. Grover True and Mr.
True.
Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Lowery,
Wingo R. R. visited here Sunday
in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
the
attending
Vincent
Charlie
bedside of Mrs. Vincent who has
been very sick for several weeks
no •
Mr. end Mrs. Earl Mitchell,
Paducah, Ky.. spent Sunday here
with parents. Mr. and Mrs. Zd
!Yields.

CAYCE NEWS
Clarice Bondurant—
Bondurant
Mrs.
Daisie
and
Clarice have returned after a 10
day visit with Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Oliver and Ken in Memphis.
'Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Levine of
Chicago. Ill are visiting her parents. Mr and Mrs A. Simpoon.
We welcome Rev. and Mrs. Pafford and family as pastor of the
Cayce and Mt Zion Methodist
Church.
Mr. and Mrs Earl Oliver and
daughter.
Barbara,
of
Akron.
Ohio, and Mrs. Ethel Oliver of
Memphis. Tenn. are visiting Mr
and Mrs. Chester Wade and Mrs
Edna Alexander.
Mr and Mrs. R. B. Scearce. Mr
and Mrs Mack Scearce and Mrs
Neal &caret. spent Sunday in
Memphis. Tenn.
We are sorry to hear Mrs. flood
Campbell Is a patient in the Fulton hospital. We wish her a
speedy recovery.
Mrs. Vella Hammonds of Louisville, Ky.. visited Mr and Mrs
Buford Campbell and Mr. and
Mrs. Dood Campbell.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Purcell
family of Louisville, Ky.
and
spent last week with Mr. and
Mrs. Turner Purcell.
Guests of Mr. and Mrs. Guy
Johnson are Mr. and Mrs. Ronald
Johnson of St. Louis. Mn. and
Mr and Mrs. Mervin Stephenson
and son of Louisville. Ky.
Mrs. Verna Purcell of Troy.

Dominion toaster-grill combo, Reg. $21.95
Twin floor mats, Reg. $4.95
Roller Skates, Reg. $4.95
Boys bicycles, Reg. $49.95
Push-type lawn mower, Reg. $19.95
Beacon floor wax Reg. 75c can
Kelvinaior Electric range, Reg. $229.95 __

$18.95
$1.99
$1.50
$39.95
$13.95
59c
$179.95

WY NOW and SAVE,

dits

Choke of
wash and
Agi spin speeds
NEW KELVINATOR

AUTOMATIC
WASHER

SPECIAL PURCHASE

1958 KELVINATOR
REFRIGERATOR
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10.8 CUBIC FOOT
WITH 52-Le. FREEZER
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• Beautiful Gold and French
Vanilla Interior

• Removable Egg

Shelf

• Butter Keeper

• Safety

Dog:

Model
WA-52
• Two automatic washing
cycles
• Exclusive 3-way washing
action
• 3-way clean water rinsing
• Alkali-resistant porcelain tub

As Low As

DOWN
25° WEEKLY

CJear plastic seat covers, Reg. $23.95
$17.95
Midget socket wrench sets, Reg. $2.50
_ $1.49
Whitewall tire cleaner, Reg. 98c
_ 75c
Simonix auto cleaner and wax set, Reg. $1.98
$1.49
Outdoor bubbler hose water fountain, Reg. $3.95 ___ $2.69
GE all-purpose mixers, Reg. $27.95
$24.95

CHARLIE SCATES STORES
III:Goodrich tires

FULTON

MARTIN

REGoodrich tires
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Diary of Doin's
We thoroughly enjoyed hearing this week from our
very good friend, Martha Cole of Indianapdlis, Ind.
Since leaving Fulton and going to Indianapolis, Martha,
her husband, Wayne, and their young daughter, Pam,
have been having a most interesting time. Wayne is
manager of the Standard Fruit and Steamship Company
there, having been promoted from the Fulton office, and
is doing real well for himself. Recently, according to
Martha's lptter, he received a wonderful writeup in the
company magazine.
"It sort of sounded like Abraham Lincoln, with all
the hard-knocks on the road up to success," said Martha.
We are real proud of you, Wayne!)
Martha has kept busy with P-TA and Girl Scout
work, and a hundred other things. Their many friends
in Fulton sure do miss them, but are so glad to learn
that they are doing so well in Indianapolis.
Mrs. Charles King and Mrii.
Johnny Thompson were hostesses
to a pint and blue shower on
Tuesday night, June 17 at 7:30
for Mrs. Jerry Hawks. The lovely
affair was held at the home of
Mrs. King at 806 Erkiings Street.
The gift table was decorated
with a large stork. holding a baby
in a diaper, and on the coffee
table there was a bowl of gardenias with a stork floating about.
There was also a bouquet of

Mess Alicia Ann Bennett will
leave Fulton on June 29 for Mem1
phis where she will take a plane
for New York. Miss Bennett will
spend her /week's vacation with
her aunt, Mrs. Eddie Beck at St.
Albans, L. I.
Mr, Pat
Mr. and
spent last weekend in
Tenn.

children at Texas are visiting relatives and friends here. Mr. Carter was formerly postmaster here
and is now associated with a
Texas college Mrs. Carter is the
former Jane Dallas, daughter of
Mr. and • Mrs. Grover Dallas of
this city.

-1 7r.71fe ret rd in 1972.
Bath Mr! and Mrs. Bell ake
nism-ers of - the First M.ethod it
C u cb, azad'Afor many years were
I. it in tne O•der of the Eastern Star.

Mrs. Clifton Hanlett of Jackson spent Monday night and
Mrs. C. E. Lowe of Pierce. Toes. y in Faium visiting relaher tives.
visiting
been
Tenn., has
daughter, Mrs. Bill Freeman, and
of
Society
T h e -Women's
family in Flint, Mich. for several
Chriitian Service met Wednesweeks. Mrs. Freeman accompahlday, June :d at 2;30 p. m. at the
ed Mrs. Lowe home to visit for
Cayce Methodist Church. Mrs.
a
is
Mrs.
Lowe
a couple weeks.
Chester Wade, chairman, presidcorrespondent for "The
News"
ed.
and
will
continue her Pierce
Mrs. Clyde Linder gave the
Station news next week.
On Sunday, June 29th, from
three to five o'clock, Mr and Mrs.
Wiliam K Bell will celebrate their
golden wedding anniversary with
an open house
their home at
510 Maple Avenue
They have two children, Mrs.
Carlton
Wilkes
of
Memphis,
Tenn. and William E Bell of
Berkley, Mich. They have three
grandchildren.
In le49 Mr. Bell received 3
gold pass from the I. C. Railroad
for 50 years service and in December 1957 he received recognition for'having been a Mason for

Matheny
Jackson,

Miss e.ndy DeMyer, ifiss Charlene Sanford and a girl friend
daisies.
from Paducah are spending a
Mrs Hawks was lo•ely in a light two-week's vacation in New York.
yellow and brown frock. She wore
Don Wright, a student at the
a gift corsage of baby roses.
many U. S. Naval Academy at Annareceived
honoree
The
home for
nice gifts. During the evening polis. Md has arrived
son at Mr
games were played said prizes the summer. He is the
of
Wright
Hendon
Mrs
and
were presented.
Highlands.
floats,
lime
were
Refreshments
cookies and nuts.
Mrs J. R.. Hogan and Mrs GilMrs. son Latta of Fulton placed first
were:
attending
Those
Hawks, the honoree. Mrs. Her- at the Union City Duplicate club
man Easley, her mother. Mrs. meeting Thursday afternoon at
Paul FieMaley, Mrs. D. M. Merry- the Parish house in Union City.
man, Mrs. Lawrence Grisham, Mr4 There were five tables in play.
Walter
Mrs.
Thacker.
Grace
of
Edwares
Annabelle
Mrs.
Hawks, Mrs. Mary Morris, Mrs.
Virgil Covington, Mrs Betty Ann Jackson was a guest in Fulton
Brown, Mrs. J. C. Suggs. Mrs Ttriday evening. She was enroute
Keith Smith, Miss Sue White, to Chicago to meet her grandMrs. Mollie King, Mrs. Herman daughter, Chris Meadows. who
St. John, Mrs. Clint Thompson. was returning home with her for
Allen Austin, Mrs. Crian a visit.
Mrs
Winstead and rs..Roper Field.s.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Horan< spent
Those sending gifts were RebecFriday at the lake.
ca and Maude Tucker, Mrs. Nelson Tripp, Mary Louise Counce.
Mr. and Mrs. Vyron Mitchell,
.C. Mach. Mary Elizabeth and Becky.
W
Mrs.
Smith,
Martha
Looney. Mrs. 0. E. Nanney, Mrs. of Fulton, accompanied by Mr.
Sallie Wade. Mrs. James Brown, and Mrs Bernard Harvey and
Mrs. Carroll Johnson, Mrs. Bobby children of Murray. are spending
Hendixe Mrs. Glynn Barns. Mrs. two weeks in Ficrids
Howard Milan, Mattie Rice, Mrs.
Mrs Bob White left Sunday
Jessie antyre.
morning 'for .Lexington, whree she
Mrs. Jack Black was hostess Is visiting her daughter. Mrs.
Thursday Matt DeBoor, Mr. DeBoor and
her weekly club
• lo
evening at 7:30 at the home of their new baby daughter, born
Mrs. Leland Jewell at 315 Carr Sunday.
Street.
Mrs. R. S. Burgess of Fulton
prizes during
winning
Those
Bernie,
the evening were Mrs. Jewell, left Saturday for Glen
his. Marion Matheny. Mrs. Jack Maryland, for an extended visit
Helms, Mrs Lawson Conner, Mrs. with her daughter. Rosemary and
Maxine Matheny and Mrs. Emo- her family.
gene Brown.
Mrs. R. E. Hyland and daughAt the conclusion of the games
ter, Cathy, returned home last
Mrs. Black served a delicous salad
Wednesday morning from Oplheliplate and iced tea.
ka. Ala., where they visited their
Those present were Mrs. Marion
son and brother, Jalenny Hyland,
Matheny, Mrs. Maxine Matheny,
and wife.
Jack
Mr&
Brown.
Emogene
Mrs.
Mrs.
Conner,
Lawson
Helms, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. John Wiley of
C. P Bruce, Mrs. Vernon Mc- 'erankfort spent Monday. Tuesday
Alister, Mrs. Lucy Day Bennett, and Wednesday of last week in
nephew,
their
Mrs. Harry Bloodworth, Mrs. El- Fulton
visiting
Mansfield, Mrs. Ernestine Harold Wiley, and family. The
mer
Charlie Toon. Mrs. group spent most of the time
Holt, Mrs
Jake Cardwell, Mrs. Louise Buck- fishing at Relefoot, Lake
ingham, Mrs. Jewel and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Carter and
Black.

and two sane, iltarn Chkber. The rneetirg was disinterred tertallied relatives with a fish fry 'bard
Bell,
Among ago, Mr. and Mrs.,Robert
Sunday.
Lake
ReeLfoot
at
by Mrs. Wade.
s: Mr. and Mrs. Delbaii Jaws,itanjorlesdauhguh
mantti.tintideinrshg ierBs their
Contanuad Oa POW
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Bell en- ter, Mrs. Hershel

FREE PASS
TO THE

Fulton Drive-In Theatre

devotional.
In the absence of Mrs. Pur-

sell, Mrs. Wade presented the
program.
dialogin, "Ever-Widening
A

South of Fulton on the Martin Highway)
(Located 1 1/s miles •

Circle," was presented by Mrs.
Mary M Jeffress and Mrs. Roy
Cruce.
An article, from the Methodk, Woman,"I Heard Him Call",
was used in the program.'

WHEN ACCOMPANIED BY ONE PAID ADMISSION
This pass good any night beginning Thursday June 26
and ending the night of Wednesday July 2

Ousines, fleeting was held
with various committees reporting. There were many sick calls
reported. ,Eight merabers attended. The group was happy to
have Mrs. Palford as a new mem-

(Clip this entire

WFU L.- THE KEN

DaSS

from paper and present it at boxoffice)
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Page One
munications that has no boundary line. With the far-reaching
coverage of both WTUL-AM and
WFUL-FM we know, and have
concrete evidence. that our audience is greater than the comprehension of any of
Our coverage blankets five Stater and we
know it does, because our daily
mail comes from
areas that
startle us.

Ilk.

Once upon a time when I devoted all illy efforts to the News
I thought that it was a measure
of hard work and time corvaimption. But brother, those were the
leisurely days, believe me

re

Sounds pretty much like I'm
complaining doesn't it. I'm not
really. I enjoy the challenge that
radio offers every hour of the
day . . . seven days a week. I
enjoy the obstacles that we overcome when they face us . . and
somehow we seem to have a
monopoly on obstacles. Paramount
among out obstacles is the problem of convincing some people
that radio is the vocal spokesman for this community. And I
think that the factory drive proved that beyond any doubt. Whatever we do or say on WFUL is
not confined to the boundaries
of the city limits of P'ulton and
South Fulton. It beams a message to people a hundred miles
arbund us.

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Don Richards

At WFUL we have concentrated heavily on good music, good
Programming and most of all reporting local news as It happens,
when it happens, and often when
its happening. I am convinced
that if a person gets in the
habit of listening to WP'ITL regularly., they will find themselves
as well informed on local news as
, if they had a teletype in their

Miss Sylvia Frazier becomes bride'wru
wethlv: 7::srern:t n7L:
of Don Richards of Fulton, June 8th
things we could do for WFUL
and Fulton if only we could get
the
whole-hearted
support
of
more of our local business people.
As I look back on the past two
years. and as I look into the
years ahead, I have visions of
someday having WFUL pointed
to as the model American radio
station .
. a radio station that
mirrors the life of this communia radio station that is
ty . .
a beacon of information and enjoyment.
With your help and your support we can do it. And in closing let me say a hearty thanks
for all the kind things you have
said and done in our behalf these
past two years.

On Sunday. June 8, at 2 p. m. a miniature bride and groom.
Added beauty to the table was
in an impressive candelight ceremony at the Church of Christ in a bouquet of white glads and
Fulton. Miss Sylvia LeAnn Frazi- ferns, with two tall white burner, became the bride of Harry ing candles in crystal holders on
either side.
Dan Richards.
The large crystal punch bowl
The bride it the daughter of
Mrs. Edith Frazier, of Highlands, was surrounded with ferns and
and Mr. Ed Frazier, of Hazel Park, white murns.
Other delicacies were served
Michigan. The groom is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Richards„ from the buffet, which was also
decorated with white flowers,
of Fulton.
greenery, and a single tall white
maternal
grandbride's
The
burning candle from a crystal
parents are: Mrs. J. P. Collins of
holder on each end of the buffet
Route 3, Union City, Tenn., and
Assisting in serving were Mrs.
*the late Mr. J. P. Collins Her
Paul Hawkins of Mayfield, Mrs.
paternal grandparents are Mrs.
Dick Richards, Mrs. Dorothy Jean Vote Fraud —
Tom Frazier, of Union City. Tenn.,
Smith, Miss Carolyn Mann, and
Continued from Page One
and the late Mr. Tons Frazier.
Miss Janice Page.
officers:
tion
The groom's maternal grandMrs. Tillmon Cooley presided at
In West Pryorsourg precinct of
parents are Mr. and Mrs. Albert the register. For travel, the bride
Brockwell. of Fulton. His pater- wore a lilac long torso dress, with Graves County none of the electnal grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. white accessories, and a shoulder ion officers who were duly appointed served. Substitute officers
Dick Richards, of Fulton.
corsage made from her bridal
were used, one of whom did not
Vows were pledged before a bouquet.
live in the precinct;
After a wedding trip, the couple
setting of white cathedral tapers,
In Nickols precinct of Graves
and baskets of white glads and will live in Fulton.
County three election officers
while mums, interspersed with
served instead of the four repalms and ferns.
quired by law;
Brother Oliver Cunningham,
At Ward 3, precinct No. 1 in
minister of the church, officiated
Mayfield, Alma Lee. sheriff of
at the double-ring ceremony.
The following were patients in the election there, was not a reMiss Margaret Cashon, solist, he local hospitals Wednesday sident at the time.
Meanwhile Calloway County
sang "Because", "At Dawning," morning, June 23.
and hummed "The Wedding
Circuit Court Clerk James BlaJONES HOSPITAL.
March".
lock has received a letter from
Alex P. Humphrey, circuit judge
The bride was given in marriage
Everett
ShanIUM,
Mrs.
Dresden;
by her brother, Mr. Bruce Frazier,
in Louisville appointed by the
Crocker.
H.
J.
Bradford;
Susan court of Appeals to hear the conof Pekin, Illinois.
The bride's beautiful white !arum-lige. Martin; Donald Napier, test suit, saying he will leave
gown featured a fitted lace bodice. Union City; Clarence Cavender. Louisville on June 29 and meet
an dlong sleeves, with galloped Jodie Muleall, J. R. Owens, Mrs. with counsel for a conference at
waltz-length hoop skirt of lace Margaret Brown, W. R. Ray. Mrs. 10 a. m. on Monday, June 30 in
Wa mon Hall and baby, Mrs Blalock's office.
and net over taffeta.
The one trial, in effect, will
Her fingertip. veil of illusion Richard Locke anti baby and Mrs.
was attached to a white satin cap, Billy Stem, all of Fulton.
settle both Gregpry's contest suit
showered with pearls. She carried muz.vrtw
and Stubblefield's counter suit.
HOSPITAL:
a huge bouquet of white carnaICE CREAM SUPPER
tions with long white ribbons and
Mrs. Caiol Todd, Wingo: Ella
You are invited to attend an
bows. She wore a single strand Mae Oolenusn, Union City; John
ice cream supper Monday night,
pearl necklace, a gift from the Wilford. Water Valley:
Mrs.
groom.
Klementi Bey: M. E.. Ranch, June 30, on the lawn of the Water
Valley Methodist Church. sponMrs. Bruce Frazier of Pekin, Billy Henderson, Mrs
William
Illinois, sister-in-law of the bride, Harrison. Lizzie Peak. Mrs. Bud sored by Us% Water Valley and
MY! Serving will be-.
was matron of.honor.
Mathenv, Rev. L. G. Scott, Har- Palestine
Mr-Harry Richards served his ald Lewis, Mrs. Walter Pemen- gin at S p. m. and continue until
son aa best man.
ter, John W. King, Porter Chil- 10 p. m.
Bridesmaids were: Miss Gail dres. Mrs. Nanny Howard, Mr.
Diary —
Cooley, Miss Shirley Brockwell, Raney Cavitt, all of Fulton.
(Continued from Page Four)
Miss Brenda Brockv,•ell, Miss Judy
ior Black and family, Mr. and
Moore, Miss Janice Page and Miss FULTON HOSPITAL:
Mrs. Junior Darnell and two chilCarolyn Mann.
Mrs. Nora Ray, Wingo; Mrs. W. dren, Mr. and Mrs. Don Williams
The attendants' growns were of
Leonard and children.
light blue lace and net over taf- N. Campbell. Cayce:
Mr. and Mrs. Jones and son refeta, designed with off-the- Duke, Water Valley; Fred Moore,
shoulder bodices, and wide hoop Clinton: J M. Dunn, Lancing, turned to Chicago Monday.
Mich.; Mrs Etta Stephens, Water
We understand that Charles
waltz-length skirts.
They wore matching headpieces, Valley; Luther Pickens, Water Shupe, son of Mrs. Alfin Shupe
Mrs.
Valley;
Fred
Copeland, Mrs. of West Street, has accepted a
white elbow-length gloves, and
white shoes. They carrivi hand Orville Smith. Mrs. Claude Crock- position at the Ohio State Penbouquets of blue and white car- er, Mrs. R. V. Putnam, Sr., Mrs. itentary.
Wayne Cook was transferred
nations with long blue ribbon F: L. Cook. Ray Miller. Will McDade, Catherine Lowe, Jessie from a Memphis hospital to the
streamers and bows.
Ushers were: Harold Frazier, Spinka. Mrs. Don Joyner, Shirley home of his brother at Enon Monbrother of the bride, and Ron- Martin, Mrs. Fred Moore, Mrs. J. day night. Mr. Cook recently
suffered a stroke.
nie Brockwell, cousin of the T Travis, all of Fulton.
bridegroom.
For her daughter's wedding,
Mrs. Frazier wore a light blue lace
sheathaz/ith white accessories. Her
corsage was of white carnations.
Mrs. Richards, mother of the
bridegroom, chose a beige and
brown frock of polished cotton.
with beige accessories. Her corsage was of white carnations.
A reception was held in the
Richards home on Second Street.
Approximately one hundred
guests attended. The bride's table
was covered with a white lace
Fulton
319-31 Walnut St.
Phone 201
cloth, and held a three-tiered
-4.00/piae.3we4dins cake, tapped sate
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1 Sales

FOR A BETTER DEAL
On A Better Appliance

AT

Bennett Electric and Furniture Co.

AsIll WIDE
SELECTION OF
FOOD OFFERS...

Maximum.Savings

,0
4

ON YOUR TOTAL FOOD
NEEDS!

ALL SKIN
REMOVED

AITCH (OR PELVIC)1
BONE REMOVED

NW,

SHANK
CUT OFF HERE

FAT REMOVED I
(NO EXCESS)

SUPER RIGHT—FULLY COOKED 8 to 12 Lb. Avg.(Whol• or
Half)

HAMS ib.7

SEMI
BONELESS

YOUR GUARANTEE
OF QUALITY

Right pr
Hams
Portion
LUNCH MEAT Spare Ribs SuZ.:y
1ght
Big 8-0z. $100
3& Pimento—Olive
Pkgs.
Pickle
Smoked Picnic Hams
Cheese. Mac. &
At
Ocean Perch Fillets(
Super
Smoked

MIX 'N' MATCH SALE '
SUPER RIGHT *MAD

I

Whole Halt I thank
Butt
lb. 57o

47C
59g
45c lb.
) 29c
lb.

Lean And
Meaty

Loaf—Liver
Cheese—tiptoed Lune!,
Cooked Salami
Lesser Quantklea Sold
Regular
Low Retails

Wat
erm
elo
ns
Cantaloupes
3 or 1"

5 lb. Box
$1 39

RED RIPE
24 LB. AVG. each

89c

Tomatoes Zntcy.....
2 lb.. 29° Green Beans
2 35
9:
5L:ra-rg:39` Cabbage
lg. head
10c

S. No. 1
Up

Peaches 2 Inch
Corn

Tender

Sweet Yellow
Mord,'

ARISTOCRAT SALTINE

"
PACK

SWEET PICKLES

19c
tens Cling
or Halves

429

A
P 842114
Pewit Whits

7-0a.
Cans

ilannyfield
Set Rising

25 Lb
Sag

Pineapple Juice
1" P
1" Corn
Sliced Beets
eas

JANE PARKER—TRUE FRUIT FLAVOR

Pineapple or Lemon
Golden
s Or Cinnamon
Sugar"

'tit 35`

39cEA

Donut
t
z
;19c
Golden Loaf Cake:77 ,
19c
Cracked Wheat Bread:01°.15c
Potato Chips Tr.r.
59c

A

48-611.
P Cea
14-036
Can

Quality

18-02. 4250
Cane

A A P....

PieR5E5?. SPECIAL!

lb.

PARTY PAK WHOLE

CRACKERS
Peaches .„...
Tuna
Flour
Gr. Fruit

lb.

A

111-0s
Con
16-0e.
Can

P

29*
10°
10°
10*

JUNE IS DAIRY MONTH
MILD WISCONSIN

LB.

Cheddar. Cheese
Swiss Cheese.......
Butter( itrr
J
Finest
1-Lb. Ctn. sae

45c
Roll EP II

Frozen Banquet Dinners

9c

BEEF—TURKEY
or CHICKEN

EA.4

Blue Cheese
35€ Kraft Party Snilcks ::;19€
Miracle WhipEd,„. :1 L 39€ Cracker
Barrel
37€
LinkChesKraft
Cream Cheese
39€
29€
Kraft Velveeta C;0:47.14:,49g Kraft Caramels l'a:c17.1;41- :. 39c
Sliced CheesP
33€ Marshmallows Kuriazur.u'r)5g
Kraft Cheez Whiz 57g • ZestSoap 2 4302::::29t
8-0z.
Dressing.. Bottle

ft

SAVE 50% ON OVEN PROOF

Colorado drown Stoneware
FEATURED THIS WEEK

SET OF 4
COFFEE MUGS

Free 111/2 inch Steak Platter
A&P FOOD STORE
Coupon good at any

AAP Food Store thru
Saturday. June 28

111
/
2 in. Steak Platter
Free With This Coupon
When

99,

8 CUP CARAFE
Your
Choice

ea.

Still Avallablo.--4411xIne Snob
Casserole Sot, Mitch Oven, Ceoido
Jar, Seen Pot, Salad Sot, led
*et ad 4 Salad Bowls

With the purchase of Os.
6 Piece Placa Setting of
Dianerwar• at rag
slar Trice sad this teepee

you purchase one

&Ps. Plane Setting et

Melmac Dinnerware O„r, 81.98 .6.
Coupon

has no oasts value—Give to *hooker
before she *Seeks year seder.

TEA
&PACIFI
ATLANT
C
IC
CO.
GTRHEEAT
DEPENDABLE FOOD RETAILERS SINCE 1859

•
I

should contact the County ABC
Miss Joan Fuller spent Friday
night with Miss Judy Wolberton.
Office before setting tobacco.
Farmers who have an Acreage
Mrs. Z. C. Underwood and
•••••••••
smseesoffes*
Reserve agreement for 1966 and
Charles. Nancy and Vicky of
also have an interest in the
The Hickman Fire Department Memphis spent pat of last week
operation of more than one farm
with relatives in Fulton and came
were reminded this week by the will sponsor a wrestling program calling in this community. Being
Hickman
the
Tuesday,
1,
at
July
note:
the
(td's
101Iototwg twIonnetion. englstied THE NEWS
County Agricultural StabllinatIon
1
former residents and old trends
by the USDA. ASC, nearby Coyest, Agents and egnmaterat
and Conservation office of certain high school gymnasium It is one they were welcome visitors.
the
plans
of
fund-raising
of
the
sPeetal
interest
to
farmers
Progresstoe
in the
agertetes will be 01
requirements they must meet to
Mrs. T. D. Butts spent the
Kea-Teen area):
qualify for Acreage Reserve pay- department.
weekend with her daughter. Mrs
Joe McCarthy Dallas. Tessa,
ments.
Idward Wolberton and family.
C. C. Vaughn, Chairman, Caton will meet Chris Belkes, BirmingMrs. Richard Allen visited with
ELIGIBLE VOTERS' ON
price support.
County ABC -Committee, urged all ham, Ala., in the main event.
WHEAT QUOTAS DEFINED
Cleveland
Bard
Under current regulations County landlords, owner - operators and Two women wrestlers. Nell Ste- Mrs.
awhile
Fulton County farmers were re- ABC
afternoon
and
also
Committee representatives tenants who are in doubt about wart, Miami, Fla.. and China Thursday
with Mrs. Billy Slayden.
minded today that wheat growers will measure the tobacco fields Acreage Reserve requirements
for Mira, Celumbua, 0., will meet In
eligible to cast ballots in the and determine the acreage on nimpple farm
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Satteroperations toget the opening match
June 20 referendum on 1959 wheat each farm. When a farm is found complete
information at the AEC
McCarthy and Belkas both are field and little grandson, J. E
ruotas are those who would be to have tobacco in excess of the office.
regular performers on Paducah Satterfield. Jr., o: Peoria, Ill.
:object to .the marketing fuota farm allotment, the farmer will
The operator who has an in- television and McCarthy has de- visited Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland
Program if it is approved.
be given notice of the excess terest in more than one farm feated a string of opponents in Bard Sunday afternoon.
'The meaning of the term acreage. If he wishes his to- must comply fully
Mrs. Jess Allen has been quite
with the re- Paducah's IBM Hall.
eligible voter' is only slightly dif- bacco to be eligible for price supgular Soil Bank rules on the
Miss Stewart Is P former wo- UI and tho' still confined to her
ferent from what it was in the port he has 10 days to file a farm
covered by his Acreage Re- man's wrestling champion and is bed is much better.
.ist year's vote on quotas for the request for a certification to the
serve agreement. In addition, on said to have a remarkable reMrs. Allen Austin visited Mr.
958 wheat crop." Roy Bard, disposition of the excess acreage,
any other farm or farms in which semblance to Hollywood's Lana and Mrs. Edward Wolberton and
-Thairman of the Fulton Agri- or rerneasurement with the County
he has an interest either as land- Turner Miss Mira is one of the Mrs. T D. Butts Sunday afteraritural Stet:41111ton and Con- ABC
lord or tenant, he must not ex- faster women wrestlers.
Office.
:ervation
Committee.
declares. REMINDER FOR
ceed by more than 10 percent the
The first hint will begin at
Barbara Gall, Ricky and Randy
'This change results from new TOBACCO
"normal acreage" in effect on the. 8:15 p in. Paducah Promoter Hot Adams spent
GROWERS
Saturday with their
egislation which provided a feed
Farmers in Fulton County *who other farms for the commodity Gilliam, who also handles wrestlvheat program
and in
effect are considering leaving strips of designated in his Acreage Re- ing bouts on television there, Aunt and Uncle, Mr. and Mrs
Billy Slayden.
nodified the wheat marketing
idle or fallow land in an ater- serve agreement.
booked the performers for the
uota provisions."
native row arrangement with toGO TO CHURCH SUNDAY
Hickman bouts.
Great Crossings
bacco rows were reminded by;Roy
Both bouts will have 60-minute
IARVESTED ACREAGE TO
'3EreItMINE TOBACCO PRICE Bard, Chairman of the ODuritY
Great Crossings in S cot t time limits with two falls necesABC Committee, that the 'stripe County, was named for the buff- sary to win.
SUPPORT ELIGIBILITY
of idle or fallow land must be as alo trace from the interior of
Tickets may be purchased from
Eli riblity for price support on wide as, or wider, than four norKentucky to the confluence of any member of the Hickman Fire
958 tobacco will be based on the mal rows of tobacco to be deductthe Ohio River and Elkhorn Department.
larvested acreage of tobacco, ac- ed from the tobacco acreage.
Creek. Johnson's Fort was built
ording to Roy Bard, Chairman
A "Normal row" is described by here in 1783 by Robert Johnson,
1 the Fulton County Agricultural Mr. Bard, as being at least 36
an early Kentucky statesman.
Stabilization and Conservation inches wide or the actual dis'ommittee.
tance between the rows of tobacco
Named for Col.
This means that a tobacco on the farm whichever is wider.
Cox's Creek in Nelson County
Tower who harvests more than Mr. Bard said that anyone plann- was named for Col. Isaac Cox, The first of two yearly tournaus farm selvage allotment will ing to leave idle or fallow strips who with a small band of settlers ments sponsored by and for the
se place any of his tobacco under at ground in the tobacco field built a fort there in 1775.
Ladies 'Fri-State Golfers Association, will be held at Fulton Country Club June 26-27
This will be a medal affair, with
a handicap division attached
Approximately 100 members of
the 10-club association are expected to compete The first two
flights will play 36 holes, 18 each
day, and the other flights 27
ales. 18 is first day and nine on
Friday.
Only members of the associatOur summer dress promotional continues with new
VI are eligible. They may Join
* paying 11 membership fee at
shipments arriving daily. Selections are better at
the first tee.
The • second tournament, match
Vincent's.
play, will be held at Paxton Park
in Paducah In August.
Members of the a‘ociation are
Paxton Park, Paducah Country
Club, Rolling Hills. Mayfield'. Fulfield, Fulton, Murray, Cairo, Cape
Girardeau and Metropolis
•
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Wrestling match
Tuesday at Hickman

Farm News, Iholing& Events

•

Ruth Johnson to be
here each Wednesday

Money from games
Goes to pool fund

Johnson, Circuit
Mrs. Ruth
Court Clerk, will be in Fulton
Everyone is Invited to attend
each Wednesday afternoon to asthe Elks Club's bingo games each
sist in Issuing driver's licenses
Tuesday
evening beginning
at
7:30 at the lodge Prises are given
First Was et Lege
away each week, according to
limited Ruler Buck Bushart.
Jefferson COL'urs first courtThe money goes to civic pro- house was buili :n 1784 of nought
jects At present proceeds train the logs, a one-rt OM structure. It
games will go to the swimming burned in 1-87 and a stone
structure war built in 1778, to
pool fund

be replaced by a magnificent

The crowds have been increas- brick building on 1811, then the
ing each week, since the games finest of its kind in the western
started a short time ago
wilderness.

I FEDERAL LAND BANK LOANS

Telep
veloped
ormatie
measure
sure, tel
trocardi
Speciall
the pail

Long Term — Low Interest
No appraisal fee
You pay only for the time that you use
the money.

Obion Weakley Nat'l Farm Loan Assin
A. C. Fields, Sec-Treas
Tel 453, Union City, Tennessee

U. S.

Over

A new m
Information
and bread'
and anima
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Ladies meet at
Fulton this week

Summer Dress Promotion
CONTINUES

for your 4th of
July Weekend!

.McGregor Sportswear
.Knox Hats

.Manhattan Furnishings

The Smart Appeal
To Summer

A sophisticated print inked on a bright background.
The look of silk, in an easy-to-care for cotton that
drips dry.

eityr
Sizes: 5 to 15; 10 to 20; 12/
1
2 to 244

A Very Large
Selection Of
Summer Cottons

The Relaxed
Look

.Holeproof Hose

Gene Intindola of Fulton has
been elected grand knight of the
Knights of Columbus at Hickman.
Other newly elected
officers
are: Bud Schwartz of Columbus,
deputy grand knight. Joe Ftaspa
of Martin, advocate: Arthur Roman of Fulton, recorder; sin Fenwick of Fulton. treasurer; Charles
E. Lattus of Hickman, chancellor'
Joseph Stahr of Hickman, 'outer
guard: Raymond
Kaufman of
Hickman, inner guard; Bob Hyland of Fulton, three-year trustee; Hugh Lattus of Rickman.
two year trustee; Charles A. LatItus of Hickman, one-year trustee:
and /Pittner Edward Tarrant of
Hickman, chaplain.

W. R. Bowie is new
assistant trainmaster
•

Here is fashion's newest look, that's easy to wear,
easy to care for, especially processed for little
ironing.
ALL SIZES

$7.95 — $8.95 — $10.95 — $14.95

W R. Bowie arrived in Fulton
Friday to take over his duties as
the new assistant trainmaster for
the Mississippi Division of the
Illnoia Central Ralroad here. Before coming to Fulton he was a
brakeman off the Louisiana Division..
Mr. Bowie fills the vacancy
canned by the transfer of N. N
Moorhead to Du Quoin, flI., as
general yard master.
Mr. Bowie and his wife have
an apartment on Third Street

• News Around The Y
Mrs Ed Wolberton

VINCENT'S
IN MAYFIELD

SOUTOIDE SQUARE
MAYFIELD, K

KENTUCKY

.Jarman Shoes

.Style Mart Clothes

Intindola is
grand kn

Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Cobb o'
Portsmouth, Va. spent a few days
last week with her brother. Mr
Cleveland Bard and Mrs. Bard
Vacation Bible school is in progress at Mt. Cannel Baptist
Church 'this week. The boys and
girls are enjny1:4 it very much

•

.Hickok Jewelry and belts
.Robes
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they are
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our best ads
are not written —
THEY ARE WORN!
•

•

DEPENDABLE
Lake

Since 1924

BARTON'S
CLOTHING AND FURNISHINGS
"South side of the square"

• MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY •

11TH ANNIVERSARY SALE
STARTS FRIDAY,
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JUNE 27

Closing out all summer merchandise ! Reductions of 20, 30, up to 50% on all three big floors. FREE DOOR PRIZES !
Gifts for the kiddies ! Come early !
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News From Our
Boys In The
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SERVICE
El Pasco, Tex. (AHTNC)—
Army Pfc Bobby J. Hicks, whose
wife. Shirley, lives on Route 3,
Martin, Tenn., recently was assigned to the 9955th Medical Detachment at the William Beaumont Army Hospital, El Paso,
Tex.
Hicks, son of Andrew J. Hicks,
Route 3, Fulton, Ky., was graduated from South Fulton High
School in 1955.
• The 21-year old soldier is the
son of Mrs. Ida N. Lynch, Route
4, Fulton.
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Telephone lines are used in a new technique developed by the U. S. Navy to analyse medical information. Electrodes are attached to a patient and
measurements of body functions such as blood pressure, temperature, heartbeats, brain waves and electrocardiograms can be sent many miles distant.
Specialist can analyze the functions just as though
the patient were present in the office.
Official U.S. Navy Photo

Fort Campbell, Ky
ARTNC)—
Freeman B. Dallas Jr.. whose
wife, Carole, and parents, live on
Route 3, Fulton, Ky., recently was
promoted to specialist third class
at Fort Campbell, where he is a
member of the 101st Airborne
Division's
521st
Quartermaster
Parachute Supply and Maintenance Company.
Specialist Dallas ,a parachute
rigger, entered the Army in February 1956.
The 21-year-old soldier attended Murray State College He was
graduated
from
Fulton
High
School in 1995.

U.S. Navy Analyzes Heartbeat
Over Long Distance Circuit
A new method to send medical
information such as heartbeats
and breath sounds of humans
and animals thousands of miles
over radio or telephone circuits
has been developed at the Naval
Medical Research
institute
in
Bethesda. Maryland.
A demonstration of the new
technique for relaying physiological Information was held by the
Navy recently in Washington. D
C /electrocardiograms were sent
over a leased telephone line from
Pensacola, Florida, to Washington,
where they could be analyzed as
accurately as though the patient
were in the same room.
The method utilises electrical
impulses in the body and converts such other measurements
as body temperature and respiratory volume into electrical
equivalents The impulses can be
transmitted over telephone circuits to a distant point, where
signals are converted back to the
original forms they had in the
subject's body.
The data are then shown on
oscilloscopes, direct writers, and
audio systems At the same time
they are recorded on magnetic
tape to provide a permanent record
The Navy expects this achievement to contrniute significantly
to the scientific an medical pro-

lessons. Information can be forwarded
from
isolated
medical
practitioners and small clinics in
need ofthe services of medical
specialists available in large cities
or medical centers
Through the transmittal of the
essential informatiou by telephone,
a specialist can hear heart murmurs. watch pluae pressures, or
have a whole extuninenon recreated in his office. If the consultant
Is unavailable at the time, the
information recorded on tape is
on hand for later reference.
It will also be possible to obtain the measurements of the
physical condition ot animals and
humans who occupy space vehicles in the future, according to
the Navy. Information could be
relayed from pick-up stations in
remote parts of the world to the
Naval Medical Research Institute
at Bethesda over the Navy's
morld-wide communications network, and over regular radio and
telephone circuit.
High

es

Beak

Munfordialle, named for Richard I. Munford, member of the
House of Representatives in 1820,
1922, and 1927, is high on the
northern bank of Green River. It
is the seat of Hart County, named
for Capt. Nathaniel G. T. Hart,
a Revolutionary War officer. •

SPECIAL SALE ON
MR CONDITIONERS
2-TON COOLERATOR
AIR CONDITIONER

Wade's Furniture Store
'Trade with Wade and Save"
Lake Street
Fulton,, ICy.

ROYAL PURPLE,ROYAL SLUE

AHO ROYAL SCARLET, NAMES OF
COLOR'S STILL RETAwea PATE SACK
7r, 3,000 ff. C. WHEN SUCH COLORS
WERE SO EXPENS/VE ONLY ROYALTY
COULO AFFORD THEM. THEY WERE
MAPE FROM FY ANTS A417INSECTS,

The 1958 Purchase District 4-H
and PTA Diary Show will be
held at Mayfield fairgrounds on
Monday, Aug. 18
One of eight shows sponsored

W. HENRY
PERKINS
1!

4.

-
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Badges for Safety and Boating
were won by Mike White, Karen
Green, Jimmy DeMyer. Janice
Yarbro, Brenda Kaye Griffin. and
Ann Marshall.
Badges in the Electric Project
for learning the principles of wiring small farm buildings were awarded
to Billy Ambers and
Cooper Watts.
Badges for Excellent Work in
Handicraft were awarded to David
Fields, Joyce Robinson, Martha
Barnett,
Sheila
Moss,
Karen
Green, Barbara Lattus, Rita Letts, Janice Yarbro, and Sandra
Harrison.
Badges for good work in Recreation were awarded to Leon
Jones, Bobby
McMullin,
Ann
Adams, Phyllis Campbell, and
Edward Butler.
Elaine Butler, Linda Arrington,
and Joyce Robinson served as
Junior Leaders.

ORAWN FROM PHOTO,•6(11

TAKES OVER VW1 AMP
WHEN IT WAS GYSCOVERED THAT
CERTAIN GROUPS OF ATOMS CAUSED
COLOR IN CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS...
LOCAL SHOPPER'S CAN EIUY
40` ACROSS THE COUNTER POPULAR
'WASH ANC
,WEAR'CLOTH/NS IN
COLORS OF EVERY SHADE OF 77Ve
SPECTRUM._ VAT °Teo cozoi•
7.AsEts' IA/PICA TE WHEN COLORS
ARE WASH AND FAOE PROOF.

e'
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•
Fulton County 4-H Club Boys and
Girls Win Highest Honors at Camp

Miss Wallace to
attend convention

by the State Department of Agriculture in cooperation with the
4-H and PTA state organizations.
this year's event will precede by
one day the opening of the Purchase District Fair at Mayfield.
A total of $11,000 in premium
money is provided for all district
shows.
This year showmanship contest
winners will get halters and
dairy cattle grooming kits. Firsf
place winner in each division of
4-H and ETA will receive a
grooming kit with show halters
going to the next five contestants.
VINEGAR HELPS
Radiator valves can be unclogged and cleaned by boiling
them in vinegar for about five
minutes. When they are Gaol
enough to handle, slosh them around in ilhe cooling vinegar,
rinse them well in clear water.
and dry them. This will clear the
air holes and remove any accumulated particles from inside
the valves.

RUPTURE
The Sensational New Invention
Sutherland's "MD" Truss
No Belts — No Straps —
No Odors

City Drug Co.. Fulton

The new, high potency
111oistuns cream to restore

Giortanr: His Val Dpi brads

Thirty-two 4-H Club boys and
thirty-two 4-H Club girLs from
Fulton County attended 4-H Club
Camp at
wson Springs last
week. They IFere accompanied by
Mrs. Donald Mabry, and Mrs.
Maurice Bondurant, 4-H Club
leaders; also Mrs Bertha Corbitt
iddLeod, Home Demonstration
Agent and John Watts, county
Agent.
Two Fulton county Club members winning highest honors were*
Joyce
Robinson.
and
Charles
Miss Jonelle Wallace, former Mike', who won the bronze metal
Fulton girl and daughter of Mr. camper award.
and
Mrs. Wilmer Wallace of
Junior Star Camp winners were:
Memphis, will attend the World
Maurice Carr Bondurant, Billy
Wide Baptist Convention in TorArnberg, Nancy
Shutt, Rita
onto, Canada. She and a group
Thompson and Harry Watts.
of girls from the Long View
Heights Baptist Church in Memphis, accompanied by the pastor,
Rev. and Mrs. L. H. Cobnan left
Monday at 5 o'clock by car.
The group will spend one night
in Nashville and from there will
head for New York City. After
a tour of New York and other
points East they will go to the
Convention. Fifteen thousand reservations have already been received, representing 70 nations.
The choir at the convention
will be composed of 1000.
Others in the car making the
trip with Miss. Wallace and the
minister and his wife are June
Hamilton. Ernestine Howard,
Nebur, Jone Howerton,
Gloria
Mrs. Ha Mae McNeer and Jeanne
McNeer.

4000

the look of youth!

ABU N CIA
by Dorothy Gray

‘Swimming: Maurice Carr Bondurant won a Junior Life Saver
Certificate while Eddie Williams
was awarded a Senior Swimming
Certificate.
Intermediate
Swimmers
were
George Shaw, Harry Watts and
Mike White.
Beginning Swimmers were Joyce
Robinson, Billy Arnhem, Martha
Barnett, and Sandra Bellew.
Hunter's Safety Badges were
won by David Fields and Billy
Little.
Archery Badges were won by
Johnny Bob Watts and David
Moss.
Casting Badges were won by
Kerry Watts and
Johnny Bob
Watts.

Abend& is blended with every
modern ingredient of established value to renew the look
of youth( Also contains Royal
Jelly! Even the simplest
nightly application will do
wonders to help restore natural softness and moistening —
giving you a pleasant,youthful
glow!I es..$7.50;4 es.,$11.00.

Evans Drug

DM

"The Rexall Store"

Lake St.

Phones 95, 795

Fulton

WADE DOES IT AGAIN!

There were 87 at the Ladies
Day luncheon at the Fulton Country Club Tuesday. During the
afternoon games of bridge and
golf were played. There were
three tables of bridge players
with Mrs. James Warren, winning the high score prize, Mrs.
Clyde Williams, Sr., second high,
and Mrs. Eugene Hoodenpyle,
bridge-bingo.

JEIINIE LIND BED SPECIAL
•1 Twin Size Jennie Lind or Panel Bed
•1 Twin Size Spring
•1 Twin Size Mattress
Complete ____

00 TO CHURCH SUNDAY

Wade Furniture Company is proud to announce
that a factory trained re-upholstering department
is being established at Wade's Used Furniture
Store.
Completely re-built, recovered used living room
suites at a used cost price. New springs, padding
and covers. Everything new but the frames. New
suites at old used price.
Drop in and see Mr. Mac real soon for the latest
and best in used funiture. Another funiture first
for Wade's.

—AT--

Wade's Used Furniture Store

$59.95
SIZZLING SPECIALS

Portable Sewing Machines

TRANSFERRED
Mack tounn,-who fell recently
at the home of his sister, Mrs.
Ethel Freeman, and broke his hip,
was transferred from the Baptist
Hospital to the Fulton Hospital
Wednesday morning in a Hornbeak ambulance.

In Keeping With The
Progress Of Fulton --

20" Window Fan

$24.50

20" Roll A-Round Fan

$45.00

5 Year Warranty

12" Portable Window Fan

____ $17.95

20 Year Warrantly

Our Get Acquainted
Special _
$6.00 DELIVERS

$59.95
$5.00 MONTH

His Tau laziness

Go Whole Hog or None!

Two For One Special

but it's our job to protect
it. Figures show that
most businesses are not
adequately insured a gainst hazards like fire,
theft, burglary robbery
and even the acts of nature like winstorm and
hail. Protect your growing business with realistic insurance. Let us design a program for you
today. Don't take chances
with your profitable future.
CALL

A Big 20 Cu. Ft. Upright Freezer
Will Hold That and Plenty More

ONLY AT WADE'S

Foam Rubble Topper Mattress
Matching Box Spring.
Regular $69.50 Each—Both for only

$329.95

$69.50

WAD

FURNITURE
COMPANY

"Trade with Wade and Save"

"Trade with Wade and Save"
112 Main Street

Purchase District
4h and FFA Dairy
Show On Aug.18th

67 ATTEND LADIES DAY

$279.95 installed

•

Norfolk. Va. IFHTNC)—Roy L.
Clark, stewardsman, USN, son of
Mrs. Bulah Clark o flit! Stovall
St., Fulton, Ky., departed Norfolk,
Va., June 9, aboard the destroyer
MB Gearing for a two-month
Midshipman training cruise to
Northern Europe.
During the voyage crew members will train Midshipmen in
shipboard duties and responsibilities they wil be expected to assume upon receiving their commissions.
Between training exercises the
Gearing is scheduled to visit
Oporto,
Copenhagen.
Portugal;
Denmark; and Antwerp. Belgium.
The Gearing Is expected to return to Norfolk early In August.
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Moldy County.
Scholarships totaling $3,500 will
go to 25 students in the winning
counties. The scholarships, averaging about $150, are provided
in the three divisions of the contests: (1) highest percentage of
local alumni enrolled as active
association members; (3) greatest
increase in percentage of memship during the year; and (3)
highest average contribution to
the association. In the first two
categories, counties were divided
into four groups according to the
number of chapter members.
The scholarship committee will
select the high school graduates
to receive the awards from a list
of those applying for freshman
scholarships to U-T, Smyth said.
according to the contest categories)
(The winners are listed below
Countito with 101 to 500
alumni: Weakley County $200 for
placing second in highest average
contribution, $200 for highest
percentage increase in membership, and $100 for placing second
in highest percentage of membership.
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DEATHS
Verily I say unto you, Except
ye be converted, and become as
little children, ye shall not enter
into the kingdom of heaven.
Jesus said, Suffer little children,
and forbid them not, to come unto
me: for of such is the kingdom of
heaven.
St Matthew 18:3. 19:14.

John Graham'
Services for John Graham of
Cayce, who died Sunday morning
April 22, at 13:45 at the Hillview
Monday
held
were
Hospital,
afternoon at 2:30 at the liberty
Baptist Ohurch. Burial, under
direction of the Pau/ Hornbeak
Funeral Home, was in the church
cemetery. He was 72
Mr. Graham was born April 4,
1886 in Fulton County, won of
Jackson and Josephine Owens
Graham. He was a farmer most
of his life, although for a time he
was employed by the Kentucky
Highway Department.
He leaves his wife; two sons,
Claude Graham of Detroit and
John Graham of Cayce; a daughter, M. Mildred Holliman of
Mayfield; a brother. Booker Graham of Crutchfield. two sisters,
Mrs. June Streiff and Miss Jessie
Graham. both of St Louis; and
six grandchildren

his daughter, Mrs. Paul Turbevillc
in Fulton.
He was born Dec. 17, 1875 in
Weakley County near Dresden,
Tenn., son of L. I. and Adella
Peery Cook.
Mr. Cook was an elder in the
Cumberland Presbyterian Church
for over 50 years. He moved to
Fulton in 1927 from Dresden and
was manager of the U-Tote-Em
Grocery Store here for over 20
years.
Besides his daughter, he leaves
his wife, Mrs. Minta Fowler Cook;
two sons, Sylbert Cook of Evansville, Ind., and Basil Cook of Erie,
Pa.; three grandchildren and four
great-grandchildren.

•

Mrs. Mary Merrell

Services for Mrs. Mary Willie
Edwards Merrell, who died Tuesday morning at 4, at her home at
407 East State Line, after being
ill for some time, will be held
at the Whitnel Funeral Home
chapel somtime Thursday (today). Bro. Oliver Cunningham,
minister of the Central Church
of Christ, will officiate. Burial
will be in Fairview Cemetery. She
was 57.
Mrs. Merrell was born May 23,
ITS A GIRL
1901, in Obion County, Tenn.,
Mr. and Mrs. Matt DeBoor of
daughter of the late George
Lexington are the proud parents
Thomas and Alice Belle Ring Eda seven pound,six ounce daughSELL DAUGHTERS — Willow Wilde Farms, near Fulton, consigned two daughters• of their senior of
wards. She was a member of the
born at 9 a. m., Sunday, June
ter
Central Church of Christ of Ful- herd sire Henslee Farms D. Noble (pictured), to the Tennessee State Guernsey sale held at Nashville on 22, 1958 in Lexington.
ton.
two-yearMrs. DeBoor is the former
May 16. These are the first daughters of the bull ever offered for sale. D. Noble was the All-American
She leaves her husband, R. H.
Jane White, daughter of Mr. and
with
is
pictured
Hixson
Elmer
1957.
in
over
and
three-year-old
the
and
reserve
ALL-American
1956
in
old
(Bob) Merrell, sexton at FairMrs. R. H White of Fulton.
view Cemetery; two step-daugh- animal. Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Burnette own Willow Wilde along with Mr. and Mrs. Hixson.
IT'S A BOY
ter, Mrs. Cletus Hawks of Fulton
•
(Photo Courtesy of Sun-Democrat)
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Locke,
and Mrs. J. C. Elam of Bellflower,
Fulton, are the proud parents of
•
12.000 more trained scientists to
Services for Isaah Benjamin Calif.; two sisters, Mrs. Ernest
a six pound. 10 ounce son born
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Cook, former store manager here, LeCornu of Fulton and Mrs. Magat 10 a. m., Monday, June 23,
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line to receive Univer- We have complete stocks
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ton. The Rev. Oakley Woodside, sidence.
sity of Tennessee scholarships
pastor, officiated. Burial, under
Agricultural Industry is another next fall as a result of scores
direction of Whitnel Funeral
important phase of farming to- posted by county U-T alumni
Home, was in Fairview Cemetery.
day. More farmers are dependent chapters in the 1957-58 alumni
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upon mechanization to do the membership contest.
for HOME and FARM
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hard jobs than ever before. Such
9 at the Haws Memorial Nursing
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things as more efficinet farm
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and many other items present a
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FULTON
Other winning chapters include PHONE 201
challenge to many in this field.
The Rev. John Laida, pastor of
Agricultural Industry needs enMARE
the First Baptist Church, officiagineers. advertising and promoated. Burial was in Boaz Chapel
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Grubbs Hastings; a son, Carl
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Mr. Walker Thomas - Cecelia; and Sen- own destree to become successful
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Hastings of Fulton; a daughter,
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408 EDDINGS STREET
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AGR:CULTURE
For that reason. many young
June is graduation month and ceople who desire to be engaged
many of our young men and in this field, quite naturally
women with farm backgrounds choose some ot.1,er phase to get
1. KENTUCKY LAKE STAtE PARK
who have graduated from high started in, and there are many
Hardin, Ky.
school and then attended college to choose from. In the field of
2. KENTUCKY DAM ViLLAGE STATE PARK
have found themselves working in Research today, there are many
Gilbertsvills, Ky.
the vocation of their choice, that bright and alert minds being a3. PENNYRILE FOREST STATE PARK
being some phase of agriculture bout better things for farm
Dawson Springs, Ky.
The situation this year will be people. It is estimated that by
4. AUDUBON STATE PARK
no different with many who are 1900 thee weill be needed more
Henderson, Ky.
finishing hgh school and want to
5. LAKE CUMBERLAND STATE PARK
continue their education in their
Jarnestown, K1,.
chosen field. You may be one of
6. GENERAL BUTLER STATE PARK
those and if you are, the first
Carrollton, Ky.
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Corbin, Ky.
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way related to agriculture. Many
add much to its summer and winter comfort.
lobs of course deal with the real
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BIRTHS

I. B. Cook

Units in
U-T Scholarships

Dayton V-Belts

J. T. Hastings

The Whitnel Funeral Home

Charles Wilson
Injured Monday
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GREAT RESORTS
10
eiycy.

•

WATER SWUNG

FISHING

(Above) Our experience applicator, Howard Milarn,
finishes up another of our siding jobs. this one at the
home of Mr. T. A. McClain on West State Line, across
from Carr Institute. Mr. Milam, with 18 ycars experience in this business, guarantees you a complete job
and one that will give you satisfaction for years.
Mule-Hide insulating siding is not expensive, yet is
beautiful, modern, and permanent. The average job
costs no more than about the average cost of three paint
jobs. Let us show you samples of colors, and work you
up a free estimate for your house.
—
- —
FHA TERMS ARE AVAILABLE; up to 36 months

FULTON ROOFING & INSULATION COMPANY
College St.

South Fulton

GOLF

HOTELS • COTTAGES • TENT CAMPING

21/41e &die peakoipwcitoicefrike6watin4

Call Us For The Finest
In Television Service

For free literature

Our TV repair men are trained to
service every standard set. Call
us for dependable service.

WRITE

Roper Television
306

Main Street

Phone 307

Phone 557

•

•an40•10...-40.11.•••••
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First of series of road meetings
held; Pierce citizens want road
A road meeting was held Thursday .night at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. G. L. Bennett near
Pierce, Tenn., in the 16th district
with between 50 and 60 people
attending. This meeting was the
first of a series of meetings to be
called by the chairman of the
ladies committee, headed by Mrs.
G. L. Bennett.
The purpose of these meetings
Is to build a standard right of
way for a hard surface road that
would connect 45E and 5IW
through the village of Pierce Sta-

lion In Obion County, 16th District, a distance of approxiately
seven miles.
The road now forme a Y at
Pierce. The most westward prong
would serve traffic going to
Union City and the most northward prong would serve the Fulton traffic.
The Fulton road would serve 23
homes between Pierce and the
Union City Highway—U. S. 51
West. At present therek are 18 regular workers using this road, a
distance of 2.6 miles from the I.
C. Railroad tracks. There are
three milk routes, a school bus
route, and mail route on this
prong.
•
The Union City prong is the
oldest and would be more likely
to be favored by the state as a
secondary state highway, a distance of 1.5 miles from the I. C.
KILL THEM Yourself with AZAR
Railroad tracks to U. S. 51 West
U-DO-IT TERMITE CONTROL
at the John C. Smith place. It is
Only $20.00 to or otocl ,
1 14111. MOOS
Hu=In. So
iooI 'gun,*
said by many that this Y is the
trine.
and &arab& ColYIU
most used road in the 16th Dist.ii... as
F.1ánt see
trict percentage wise In miles.
BUILDER'S SUPPLY,Inc. The road connecting
U. S. 45Walnut St. Phone 96 Fulton, Ky. East at the Frank Sellars farm

Johnny,come on...
get our groceries
for today!
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Frank LeMaster
joins Hornbeak here

MYF meeting held
at Water Valley
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loved western singing group, The
Sons of the Pioneers. As a special
Last Monday night was the
highlight they will be heard in
monthly meeting of the Martin
a medley of all-time great western
Sub-District M. Y. F. The meetsongs.
ing was held at Water Valley,
Roy Rogers, "King of the CowPat Brady and his explosive
with 161 present.
boys" will be the banner attracThe vice-president, Nancy Tre- tion for the first four days of the jeep, "Nellybelle", will provide
vathan, presided over the busi- Kentucky State Fair, Sept. 4-13. laughs for his television fans with
ness in the absence of the presi- His talent packed shbw will ap- have followed his adventures on
dent, Carol MeNeilly, who was pear in Freedom Hall with four the Roy Rogers' show.
With AM PRYOR
in Memphis. The vice-president evening performances and three
ficelarierrs1 A.1111. alelill Cailmil %NMI was assisted by Cynthia Wither- matinees in which fair visitors
Accurate
spoon, secretary. Linda Wither- may see the cowboy star of tele4-H Week Outstanding Event
spoon gave a etiort talk on Sub- vision and movie fame in person.
WORKMANSHIP
On June 6 I journeyed to Lex- District Workshop.
ington to attend the Donors BanSharing the limelight will be
Group singing, led by Susan
quet held in connection with the Stokes, opened the meeting put his wife, Dale Evans, in her own Watches, Clocks and The.
Kentucky 4-H week activities. It on by members of the Fulton right an accomplished performer, Mews of AU Kinds Rocaseems to me that most everyone M. Y. F. The theme was the MY and five of the Rogers' children, Wady Repaired at Low Coot
from western Kentucky was there Fund.
Linda Lou, Dusty, Sandy, Debbie ha—
County agents were thick as flies
Jimmy Newton gave the spiri- and Dodie.
on a feed sack. Everywhere you tual reading and Joe Barnes led
In addition to his own singing,
looked an agent or associate agent the group in prayer. Susan Stokes
was ready to show you around. sang a solo, "Others". Ruth Louise Roy will present America's best
You can also see most anything led the program assisted by Patsy
there too I even saw a Graves Brown, Kenneth Turner, and
County 4-H'er walking around Tommy
Fields.
Everyone
with her shoes in her hand . . thoroughly enjoyed the well-prewhen ask why she replied, "You sented program.
lust don't know What it is to
Games were played on the lawn
wear these old high heels" Well. of the church and refreshments
I guess I really don't but some were served by the host group.
The Martin Sub-District council
Members of the Fulgham School people say they do hurt a little.
Friday at 4-H week is the cli- planned a planning retreat for
faculty for next year have been
announced by Supt. Death% Mc- max of the activlues, after our June 21-22 at Natchez Trace State
Work together, don't you see
banquet all 4-H members and Park, in Tenn.
Daniel as follows:
It's purpose is to plan the year's
Members of the high school guests attended Vesper Services
And if you want to know,
faculty at Fulghain School are In which many members took work. Sixteen attended. They left
early Saturday morning and reMrs. Maudine Bolin, G. Wayne part. This was most impressive.
turned Sunday night. Three adult
This is just how to go
Hurd, Mrs. Neva Poynor, Robert I later was told that these services
workers went along to offer adW. Gray, and Harold L. Romaine. took place each evening, with
vise.
Red Hot Liniment limbers up old, stiff joints
Romaine will serve again as 100,,e attendance.
bitaketball coach of the Fulgham
The evening program was one girls last in Greenville, Ky. lookRiga-T peps up vital points
Black Cates, in addition to hit to remember for all who attended ing for food. The girls were Anetand participated in The awards ta Hamilton of Farmington, Mary
duties as a teacher.
To give to life much more joy,
Gray, BA director of music in were given with recoenition for all Ann Hester of Fancy Farm, Lilly
the county school system. is also who had done their job well and May Harrison of Kirksey, Carolyn
And make an old man feel like a boy
carried on the Central School to bring the program to a close, Galloway and Cherly Jones of
faculty.
the candle lighting ceremonies. Sedalia. My, My how those gals
Members of the
elementary This outlined the 4-H motto with can eat. You would never now
faculty at F'ulgham School are each of the H's being described they were watching their figure.
Mu Jessie Gore, Miss Evie Jack- as they were lit.
It wasn't necessary to ask if they
son, Miss Erline Perry, Mrs. LaThis was a most outstanding were happy to get back home,
Verne V. Stewart. Mrs. Mettle J. event and everyone should be a and chances are most of them
Story and Mrs. Swanie Vaden.
4-H leader at least once and take will make a return trip next year.
Mrs. LaNette Allen of Fulton the trip to 4-H week and !lee
Both Sold at Drug and Some General Stores on a
is named again as a member of just what a wonderful Job is bethe elementary faculty at Central ing done with our rural youth.
guarantee or by Mail Postpaid from
in Clinton.
So long as we have this kind of
cooperation and advisement for
would serve two churches with the young folks I think an egressAll types of Insurance
large attendance each Sunday. or will have a hard time with
The Chapel Hill Methodist Church his brain washing acts.
Union City, Tennessee
SAVE ! GET our
has a Sunday School attendance
It 13 inspiring to see the acthat often exceeds a hundred per- oomplhihmenta of the 4-H memPACKAGE DEAL
sons. The Johnson Grove Baptist bers who attend these meetings.
SOLD BY ALL
Church has a regular attendance I say to you parents who have
'Covering everything"
of above seventy. It is felt by eligible boys and bins, to assist
422 Lake St.
these citizens that with the con- them in every way and encourage
struction of the two new factories the 4-H program. The character
Fakes, Ky.
Phone 41111
at Fulton. this road would be building ability of this type of
•
beneficial to the workers.
activity is rated superior by all.
At the meeting Thursday night,
•
On my return trip I found Miss
Ladies Committees were organizAssoc.Home
Martin.
Dauveen
ed to contact landowners to cooperate in moving fences and Agent and five Craves County
clearing rights of way.
ollmlwoomsnaor
na/..
The committees pledged to seek
cooperation of the businessmen of
both Fulton and Union City, as
Csomplete Line
well as local officials, county and
ee all makes of heeria,g aids!
state representatives.
Vt ow Marine Aid DepartThe Y at Pierce Station could
at year Mat opportunity.
be one prong state and the other
preps a county, hard-surface road.
Thl committees have set their Ill Lek. Street
nem t•
goal to this end.

Roy Rogers to be
at Ky. State Fair

Mr.

and Mrs. Frank U. LaMaster of Covington, Ky.. have
arrived in Fulton to make their
home. Mr. LeMaster is associated
with the Hornbeak Funeral Home
and Mrs. LeMaster is associated
with the Fulton Hospital.
The LeMaster were both reared
and educated in Covington. Mr
Leilaster, besides his academic
education. is a graduate of the
Cllicinnati College of Embalming.
He holds both licenses 1111 funeral
director and embalmer. He is an
Mr Force veteran, having served
one year in Korea and in several
stations in the United States
Mrs. LeME:Ler, whose iirst name
is Jean, is a graduate of the St
Elizabeth Hospital, Nursing School,
of Covington, and is a registered
nurse.
The young couple has an apartment &Val Carr Street. They
are member of the Baptist Church.

7eveos

At Low Cost

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

RED HOT LINIMENT

Fulgham school
faculty is named

AND RIGA-T

RED-HOT LINIMENT — 25c and 50c
RIGA-T TONIC, BIG BOTTLE — $1.00

-Belts
.• FARM

Dewey Johnson

FULTON

OLIVER'S 5-0 DRUG CO.

ome
BEST—
to fit your
prices more

Aw, Mom, why don't we
get a COMBINATION REFRIGERATORFREEZER and SAVE this daily
running to the store!

Hearing Aid Batteries

•

die• est
OPERATING COST

4e44
THAN A NICKEL
A DAY

.41:ev
6161111
:01:1
ry„,M ••••••••••

FULTON DRUG STORES

For Average Family

It's a Refrigerator. it s a Freeze,.

CITY DRUG CO.

ONITH

NEw

UP TO

Advedisawarel

Did yew see This

200.00

pkture and
Makes?

IN TRADE ON

1958

WITH ALL THESE ZENITH
EXTRA QUALITY FEATURES
*SUNSHINE PICTURE TUBE
*TOP TUNING * TWO SPEAKERS * 11,000 VOLTS OF PICTURE
FACE
.
POWER * CINELENS
GLASS * BUILT-IN SWIVEL
KASE * PULL-PUSH ON/OFF
CONTROL * SPOTLITE DIAL
* EASY OUT FACE GLASS *
TONE CONTROL

all in ONE COMPACT UNIT
for Better

Hectricallv

Enjoy the tims-and-space-saving convenience
of a combiniffon electric refrigerator -freezer.
_

Large freezer section saves you daily running to
the store . . . holds a big supply of frozen foods
. saves time in preparing meals. Conveniently
arranged, self-defrosting refrigerator compartment gives you plenty of room for fresh foods. It
costs less than a nickel a day to enjoy the convenience of a combination refrigerator-freezer.

A freezer frees

you!

A freezer In your home frees you
. tiring
from tedious cooking
shopping. You have loads of
room for frozen foods you'll want
to enjoy weeks, months,
or even a year ahead. You
can cook food ahead, freeze and
store It away for use any time.
And you save money by taking
advantage of quantity discounts
in-season prices.

N
ZrON4

Choose the sire to fit your needs
at any electric appliance dealer.

Live letter .. . Electrically
with FULL HOUSEPOWER
Wad

ermicot

,KY.

electrician or see us for a
Call
free HOUSEPOWER rating for your home.

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY

•
QUAUTY TV .

New U. S. Record Litter

FULL SIZE
DELUXE CONSOLE

Displayed by Reeding Family

Art (eatrewe loft) Gall Karl (er+rewe right) Kaeding show ell
L0114frOce litter %at sot • mow onstiowal record for litter
weight at weaning time (54 days). Art's we sees toed leapambers
of the Warm Feeds tel ere ethers le abate.

IOW
FEWER
SERVICE
HEADACHES

keeling Brothers' 16-Pig Litter Sets
New National Record For 56-Day Weight
BRIDGMAN, MICH. — A
16-pig Landrace litter owned
by Art and Karl Kaecling
made hog history here Saturday when it set a new national record for litter weight
at weaning.
The pigs averaged 58% lbs.
each for a total litter weight
of 939 lbs. at 8 weeks of age.
Mama pig, who was finishing
a well-earned 2-weeks' vacation (the pigs actually
were weaned at 6 weeks, but
hogmen by custom use the
8-week period for a growth
yardstick), showed no excitement, but there was

of

it in the hog indusplenty
try.
The Kaedings, who were
not pushing for a record, did
not realize they had one until
the Landrace Association discovered it when checking the
weight slips.
Soon to join the gleeful
celebration was Wayne
Feeds, whose feeding program the Kaeding brothers
have followed exclusively
for years. The Kaedings
freely gave credit to Wayne
for its part in feeding the
litter and in conditioning the
brood sow . . ..

They used the same Wayne Feeds yeagetat

A. C. BUTTS & SONS
East State Line

Phone 202

ZENITH
"SERVICE SAVER"
HORIZONTAL CHASSIS
VIPS

tr swtv‘___ 9
AS LOW AS
TNII mutuaell. 110011
01114.11r e.l.lna seat- In•
laannatelar tear* area. Is
limanyany el enlisted
0111 Wars.

="

S219.95
with TRADE-IN

NO PRINTID CIRCUITS
Printed Canzatry on a TV that* can
Wad it cagy nose bills and may N.
miss wake deism bats uses mad
crawl! staiderd astears For mew
sponeesdiesolabelty sad feels sunk* Assasest It seas Isola awe 10
ea asslaslat dwarf but it costs
I. Is suleas s NM Tv.

LIMITED QUANTITY! ACT NOW! EASY TERMS!

Roper Television Service
306 MAIN ST.

TELEPHONE 307

-Mr
410.

I
CLASSIFIED ADS

NO PRINTING JOB too large
or too small for the Fulton
News to do for you Best
equipped shop in Fulton to (Garland Merryman, Cecil Wade)
serve you. Phone 470.
MOTORCYCLES• new and used. 215 Main
Phone 126
Barney Corner, 405 Ferry
Fulton, Ky.
•
Street, Metropolis, Illinois.
FOR THE BEST bele kin Otfice Motorola—Capitol—RCA
Furniture buy Shaw-Walker
HiFi, tape recorders
See James 0. Butts at The
record players
Caldwell
Co.
Harvey
Complete selectim
DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters.
Phone 674 We trade for your
of RECORDS
Old equipment

M & W Appliances

WE'RE LOOKING

ALL KINDS OF KEYS made
while you wait. Forrester's
Shoe Shop, 204 Main.

FOR THE DISSATISFIED
SALESMEN!

If you're happy in your job, makNOW is the time to get your
ing the kind of money that satisTypewriter and Adding Macfies you and your family, then
hike Overhauled. See Cleo
Peeples, Service Manager of
DON'T READ ANY
The Harvey Caldwell ComFURTHER!
pany, DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters, Phone 874.
But — if you're disillusioned, dissatisfied and not realizing your
potential in earnings, then
SPECIAL LOT
WANTED "Man ar woman who
has lived in Fulton and is ac. CLOSEOUT
READ ON—IT CAN
quainted with mast of the
WALL PAPER
MEAN AN AVERAGE OF people there to work part time
29c ROLL
furnishing leads. Write to Box
$200.00 WEEKLY TO
286, Dyersburg, Tenn."

YOU

(Values to 60c roll)
•• e

Exchange Furniture Co.
Fulton
Church Street
CHEVROLET owners use genuine
Chevrolet parts for best performance service satisfaction.
Available in Fulton only at
Taylor Chevrolet Company,
"Your Authorized Chevrolet
Dealer in Fulton". Lake Street,
pnone 38.
THE MOST startling paint development in the last 30 years:
Burk-Hall's PMR (peel and
mold resistant house paint) eliminates the need for frequent
repainting because it reduces
cracking, blistering and peeling. A revolutionary ingredient
insures all this plus a clean,
bright, lasting paint surface.
Guaranteed three years after
date of application. Fulton Paint
and Glass Company, Church
Street; phone 909.

FREE PARKING!

LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE

Constitution Life Insurance Company's liberal commission and
guaranteed renewals make it possible for the CLICO %gent to
average as high as $200.00 weekly.
The longer our men are with
us, the more they earn in commissions. We are cot looking for
the shopper, we want career insurance men who will not be satisfied with anything but top executive bracket earnings.
Take advantage of this offer
TODAY. Write, call or see:

DEWEY JOHNSON

Pops—classical—gospel
Join our Record Club
Buy 10—get one free
We sell ALL brands TV,
radios, Hi-Fi and recorders

Variety of Patterns !
Variety of Fabrics !

FOR SALE

$29.95

IN - HIGHLANDS ADDITION,
Two bedroom home that has
a G. I. loan that can be assumed. Extra large living
room. Good location, just off
by-pass. $11,500.00.

Wash 'N Wear Slacks
$8.95 to $9.95

RICE'S MEN'S WEAR
216 Main

Phone 235

IN WEST FULTON, On Park
Avenue, Convenient location.
This is old home on large lot,
90 by 190 with room for anything. Has 4 bedrooms central heating system. It you
have large family to educate
and need plenty of room for
kids to play, let me show you
this fine old home. The price
is $7500.00 and owner will
finance.

INSURANCE AGENCY
422 Lake St — t'hone 408
Fulton, Kentucky

AIR CONDITIONER
SPECIALS!

SPRINGTIME IS
Lawn Mower Time!
— — — —
Expert engine tune-up and
mower sharpening.

1958 MODEL
GIBSONS
1-ton, 9,400 BTU
$179.95
2-Ton, 17,400 BTU
$259.95

2 NEW, three bedroom, brick
veneer homes. One in Ky.,
one in Tenn. Both have bath
and one-half, with built-in
oven and range. $12,000.

Free pickup and delivery
in city.
BURNETTE
— — — —
TRACTOR COMPANY
CASHION'S
4th St.
Phone 169
Specialized Service

• Across From
Coca-Cola Plant

Wick Smith Agency
Phone 62 or 160
Insurance — Real Estate

Phones 559 and 459
111 East State Line

Mack Ryan
Charles Stafford
WELLS DRILLED for industry
and homes Modern equipment,
experienced workmen. Write
or call W31.son Co., Phone 261,
Fulton, Ky
MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
and automOic models, 8139 95
and up. Sales and service.
Bennett Electrie, Phone 201.

SEE US ,
Before You Purchase
Your Seed ;Ad
Fertilizer Needs
•
Top-Quality Field Seeds
and Fertilizer

DON

— -also -T RUN IN
N
S CITY AREA
(Starts Thur-Fri at 7:40)
(Starts Sat at 7:40 and 11:00)

ITIC

HIGHWAY
DRAGNET
CbliTE.BENNETI HENDRIX
SUN-MON June 29-30
(Starts at 9:10)
BUNDLE OF JOY
With Debbie Reynolds
— also —
(Starts at 7:40)
HELLGATE OF THE NAVY
With Ronald Reagan

USED FURNITURE

Scott's Floral Shoppe
Phone 20-3

Fulton

Fulton

WARD'S
MUSIC SHOP
RCA and Magnavox
TV and Hi-Fi
Phone 1555
Union City
(Complete stock)
Good selection of'' records
on LP and 45 rpm
Mail orders---Snecial orders

555 FULTON, KY.
129 MAYFIELD, Ky.

GILLUM
TRANSFER CO.
Bring your repair jobs to

WEBB'S
Welding Blacksmith,
and Machine Shop
JAMEt C. CROFT,
owner and operator.

GET THEM FIXED
RIGHT at
103 McDowell Street
next to Pierce-Cequin
Lumber Co.

Phone 345

WE

In Technicolor

203 Main S.

I

She

EVERY MAN'S dream of the girl
he'd like to
meet in
PARIS...

... and
EVERY WOMAN
should find out

by millions from

BRIGII IE BARDOT

*aN)eie
ll
ilaffe

NOFFEL'S
DEPT. STORE
Lake St.
Fulton

DOUBLE FEATURE
- — FRI & SAT

Jenne erip PLUNDER
MAW
ROAD
is DORS
{kik

A MEGALICOrt PlOPUME
A. holden • etaisoi by 200 CoWirpf•

Also - Jerry's Cousin (Tom & Jerry Color Cartoon)!
SUNDAY - MONDAY & TUESDAY

S SECRET PLACES •
ABOUT

kr•mount nres•nts
'T•li• DON HARTMAN
prodoetko, of

daily and Sunday

NE O'NEILL'S
,E;07

SIR
'CYND

MAGAZINES
Cigars — Souvenirs

Frankum's News Stand
(Next to Frankum's Texaco Station on West State Line).
— — —
Plenty of Parking anytime
Open daily 8: am — 7: pm

ANYTIME IS BARDOT TIME!
Etkaortd by Mont Armond The World, Inc

Starts WED July 2
SAD SACK
THE TIN STAB

THE r:124
woo. "IP

BURL IVES
LOREN. ANTHONY PERKINS.
SOPHIA
swat am wa•Poisai boa elms-haw* sl
Dm 4Pomo(lino
141111.Also - Latest News Color Cartoon I

SPECIAL!

▪ rkfrf7.;/1
0.

•

VIF.../&.••per-'

Joe Tayl
Mrs. Roy
Crutchfield
back of. hi
94, Saturit
o'clock.
Mr. Tay14
his son. Pei
for fish in
• Taylor stei
his head. H
was unabl4
Mr Tayl
sitting on
the water.
other men
man. At
had Joe out
him as he
three men
In the tutui
Rescue
mind for
the body
Williams.
Aubery Bu
Taylor fan'
Services
2 p. m. at t

Mrs. B
charge
formal
Work on
on the 51-f
fine, accord i

2-Piece Living Room Suite
• CHOICE OF BLACK -- BROWN -- GREEN
• REGULAR PRICE -- $174.50
WITH
OLD
SUITE
$24.50 DOWN;$2.50 PER WEEK
--- NO CARRYING CHARGE!

144.50

EXCHANGE FURNITURE CO.
CHURCH STREET

FULTON

'‘\\
11, reel

Henry Fonda.
Anthony Perkins

— PROGRAM —

2

NEWSPAPERS

CINa4ASCOPf . kNe BARN,T

—

Dean Martin,
Jerry Lewis

RENT - - - -

Hospital beds
Baby beds
Roll-away beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers
WADE FURN. CO.
Phone 103
Fulton, Ky.

r

NOTE. YOU can reveal the anrling and
onythtna that happans n bro.fmn

Plus Second feRture: "FAST and FURIOUS"

..11
11111.1asui

{

Gori
liar lam
off its f
th, s•rl
at the
next dc
away. c

Man'!
of Cr

that eliminate "old fashioned"
overall "roping".

AM NOW representing the
Greenfield Monument Works
and will appreciate the opportunity to show you our beautiful line of memorials. Tom
Hales„ Fulton; phone 124.

OA- ,

With Sal Mineo

FIRST RUN IN THIS AREA 11

and the double lined suspenders

Phone 5

FULTON

Goin!

SUN—NON—TUES June 29-30, July I

FULTON REAL ESTATE CO.

•1?)
DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
CALLING COLLECT

SAT Jane 28—ONE DAY ONLY
Last of The Badmen The Young Don't Cry

for comfort and hard wear.

List your
Farm and town Property
with the

buy it at

Shipwreck story with
Joan Collins

TUFS-WED July 1-2
(Starts at 9:10)
THE SUN ALSO RISES
Tyrone Power, Ave Gardner
— also —
(Starts at 7:40)
HE LAUGHED LAST
With Frankie Lane

See them when you want
to BUY OR SELL.

Furniture Company

— HALLMARK greeting Cards

Doan Martin.
Jerry Lewis

Farm and industrial workmen
like the double woven pockets

EXCHANGE

For Every Occasion

WED--TRUES—FBI June 25-26-27
SCARED STIFF
SEA WIFE

/AMADIANE VANS"

201 Central Ave. Phone 399

FLOWERS

14 miles South of Fulton on U. S. 45-E

overalls, in blue denim and
selected stripe denims, are built

ATKINS, HOLMAN
AND FIELDS

CLEANEST

Church Street

SOUTH FULTON DRIVE IN THEATRE

Canada to the Gulf. These triple
stitched, 10 oz. Sanforized

and '

SOUTHERN STATES
• Fulton Co-Operative

a

Preferred

For Tin,

•

non HELL
TO TEXAS

•11M11111•1101111111P

BEST FOR THE JOB I

Long Terms-Easy Payments

EST

Wick Smith Agency

DRIVE-IN THEATRE
Fulton-thskon Ctty Highway
THUR-FRI-SAT June 26-7-8
FIRST RUN IN
UNION CITY AREA
(Starts at 9:10)

Gain

WHYIII

PIANO tuning. $7.50. We also do
expert rebuilding, reconditionAcross From Browder Mill office
ing, etc. Timm's Furniture
Company, Union City, Tenn.
WANTED: Job as sawmill or
stave millwright. T. J. McDaniel. phone 39-R, Sharon,
FARM LOANS
Tennessee.
ape,4fillrivai..“..1. •

HELP wanted: Waitresses at
Page 10 The Fulton News, Thursday, June 26, 1958
Smith's one. Apply in person
to Howard Adams.
THE BEST deals are "Taylor- TV 'ANTENNAS: We install—
Media." See Ellis Heathcott or
trade—repair and move. Gt t
DsueTaylor
at Taylor Chevrolet.
our prices. We ser%ice all makei
ORNAMENTAL IRON
Phase IS.
•
TV. Phone 307. Roper Television
'
Yard Markers and Name Plate.'
Porch Railing, Wrought Iron or
SAVE MONEY
Casting.
Buy Auto Insurancis on
Porcii Columns, Wrought Iron or
REPAIR SERVICE
Casting.
Our 3-PAY PLAN
RADIO AND TV
Step Railing, Wrought Iron or
10% DOWN 39% in 3 MOS.
Casting.
301 in 8 MONTHS
Lawn Furniture.
Any Make--any model
No leterest. No carrying
Charges.
FREE ESTIMATES
Your policy 13 typed bill
WOOD 8r PRUITT TV
B. J. PRITCHAV.DI,
rrady for you in a few min
400 East Main Street
Call 1672 300 Walnut St.
Phone 211
kite:, and coverage is effec
Fulton, Ky.
five immediately.
Authotized RCA-Victor
CALL et — las
Sales and Service

STARLITE

FOR REN'l: Floor sanding machine and electric floor polisher and electric vacuum cleaners. Exchange Furniture Co.
Phone 35, Church Street.

WASH 'N WEAR
Summer Suits

.114ro,,r•[•

-PHONE 35

C11

dent of the
poration.
Contracto
now Martin
and George
the plumbir
It is hop
be opea to
15 or 20th.
Mrs. Robi
pointed cha
rangements
ing of the ;
first of next
of the tii!fi
make plans

